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. Discussion on the Report of the Executive 
Ernst Meyer: 

(Germany) 

Comrades,. the German delegation is in accord wnh tne 
policy of the Executive since the Ill World Congress and with 
the remarks of Comrade Zinoviev, in the most essential points. 

Comrades, the situation described by Comrade Zinoviev 
has not changed in the main since the time of the III World 
Congress. We must admit that this situation ha~ not ';.-~n 
properly appreciated in all the countries. In some countries it 
has lleen analysed in an exaggerated manner and exap-P"erated 
deductions were drawn from it, while various other groups 
(partly also in Germany) refused to recognize the correctness 
of this analysis altogether. Apart from the mistakes of an op
portunist nature, which were frequently made, some comrades' 
conclusions induced them to advocate a policy o, isolation which 
was tantamount to turning the Communist International into a 
sect. I believe that the German Party has shown by its attitude 
and actions since the last World Congress that it is endeavour
ing to carry out the decisions arrived at in International co·m
radely deliberations. 

The question of the united front, which is occupying our 
attention at present, and which, according to Comrade Zinoviev's 
statement, is not to be considered as a mere episode, but as a 
period of Communist tactics, has been very much discussed in 
Germany. The only fault I have to find with Comrade Zinovie,.'s 
statement is his omission to acknowledge that the discussions and 
the .application of thes~ tactics were greatly furthered by the 
Berlm Conference. This conference has not only clarified the 
situation. within our. PartY., but it al~o helped the Party and the 
Communist Internatwnal m persuadmg the non-Communist wor
kers that the communists were really striving to fi~ht in common 
with them, and that they were misrepresented by their opPonents. 

It is self-evident that in the aonlication of these tactics, 
misunderstandmgs appeared even among our friends.. Comrade 
Zinoviev has already drawn our attention to several of them. 
So~e C?mrade~ outside Germ~ny look upon the United Front 
tactics .m the hght of an electiOn agreement with the sodal-de
mocratic and even bourgeois parties. They consider thEse tactics 
as a preliminary to an organic amalgamation, and it is no use 
denying that such misunderstandings have appeared here and 
ihere not only among the non-party workers, but even within our 
own Party. 

Moreover, the fear has been expressed that the negotiatiolliS 
with the reformist leaders, instead of bringing about cooperation 
among the workers, have only done harm to our cause. On the 
strengt~ of our experiences during the Rathenau campaign, we 
can defmitely state that in many districts and localities it was 
only owing to the negotiations and consultations With . ·se 
leaders that harmonious cooperation and a common struggle were 
brought about. Some comrades assert that the united front must 
only. rest ?n an ec~nO!Jiic basis, and should not be extented to the 

· pohhcal field. Th1s Is also a wrong conception. Our own ex-

perience has taught us, that in the present situation such a di\':
sion is entirely out of the question. Comrade Zinoviev was quite 
right in opposing those (also in the German Party) who are 
making such a distinction in the struggles which the communists 
have to carry on 

-~ Apart from the misunderstanding which is likely to crop 
up, real mistakes have also been made by our Party. These 
mistakes were quite frankly acknowledged at our Party meetings 
and in Party resolutions It is not necessary to discuss these 
matters again, a-s this has been done very exhaustively at meet
ings in the Central Committee and in the Press·. I should like 
only to draw attention to one thing: much as it is to be desired 
that mistakes should be discussed, in order to avoid them in the 
future, it must be borne in mind that criticism must not make us 
forget ~sentials. For instance, the statement of the Czech cor:J
rade concerning the mistakes made during the application of 
the United Front tactics. is tatntamount to rejection of these 
tactics. If the comrades from the Czech opposition have nothing 
else to say, not only on the question of breaches of discipline, 
but atso on tactical and practical questions, I am convinced that 
the comrades on whose behalf the statement was made by the 
last speaker, will have sat down for the last time at the same 
table with communists. · 

There must he elasticity in the application of the United 
Front tactics. It must be adapted to various phases, and it would 
be quite wrong to consider it always as negotiaticn;. between 
leaders or between various parties. These united front tactics 
must take various forms according to the situation and if some 
comrades consider the attitude of the German party during the 
Rathenau campaign and during the railway strike as opposed to 
the factory committee movement, they are labouring under a 
misunderstanding. The establishment and consolidation of the 
factory committee movement have resulted from the attitude taken 
up by the German party since the III World Congre~s. We 
should not have a factory committee movement such as the present 
if we had not comi.>tently applied the united front tactics, thus 
getting into closer touch with the masses and peneratinq into 
the trade unions and industrial concerns, in a world, whereever 
the workers congregate. 

The amalgamation of the U.S.P. and the SPD. is also a 
result of the improved tactics of the Party by getting rid of 
misunderstandings, which were the result of a previous and 
quite different situation and by making it more difficult for the 
hostile organization.> of the S.P.D. and the U.S.P. This is a 
great step forward for us, in as much as it does away ,--ith the 
illusion· that there is room for another intermediate orcranization 
between the reformist and communist parties within one country. 

The most difficult question which we had to solve in con
nection with the United Front tactics-(and which we have 
probably not yet solved)-is the question of the Workers Govern
ment. We must differentiate between social democra.tic govern
ments and Workers Governments. We have social democratic 
governments in Germany-in Saxony, Thuringia and formerly 
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also in Gotha-governments which we had to support but which 
have nothing in common with what we understand by Workers 
Government. If we desire that the International should support 
the idea of the Workers Government and if we wish that this 
watchword should be adonid by the brother parties which are 
working approximately under similar conditions to ours, this does 
not mean that we expect them to aim at the. t;stabli~hment of so
cial demorcratic governments and to participate m them, but 
merely that they should st~uggle for W~rker~ Governments, thus 
making our struggle easier. . The ch1ef d1~ference between a 
Workers and a social democratic government Is-that the former 
without bearing .the la~el o~ a sociali~t. policy is really outtin9 
socialist-commumst l)()hcy mto practice. Thus, the workers 
government will not be based on parliamenta.ry action alone;. it 
will have to be based on the support of the wide masses, and 1ts 
policy will be fundamentally different fro~ . that. of the social 
democratic governments such as those ex1stmg m some o! the 
states of Germany. 

This gives rise to the following question which was already 
outlined by Comrade Zinoviev; is the. workers' .governm~t a 
necessary phas,e of the labor movement 1!1 th~ vanous coun~nes? 
Our answer to this is: no, it is not an mev1table, but a histon
cally probable phase of the labor movement. It is quite possible 
that such workers' governments will be. estab!ished a~d 
will be able to hold out for a certam penod. Th1s 
is also an answer to the second question: can a worker~' govern
ment be of long duration, or will it be only very transitory? In 
order to answer this question satisfactorily one must have a clear 
idea of what constitutes a workers' government, and whether th~re 
is any difference between a workers' governm_ent .and the d!~
tatorship of the proletariat. To-day Comrade Zmov1ev m~de t~IS 
distinction between a workers' government and proletanan dic
tatorship. This was never made quite clear before when this 
question was discussed. We find the .following statement by 
Comrade Zinoviev on page 123 of the report on the session of 
the Enlarged Executive: 
· "The workers' government is the same as the dictatorship 
of the proletariat. It is a ~udonym for Soviet Governm~t. It 
is more suitable for the ordmary working man, and we will there
lore use it." 

According to our conception this is wrong. . The. w.orkers' 
government is not the dictatorship of t.he proletanat; 1t Is only 
a wa tchford which· we bring forward, m order to wm over the 
workers and to convince them that the proletarian class must 
form a United Front in its struggle against the bourg<:Ois.ie. 
Should this watchford be followed or adopted by ihe maJonty 
of the working class, and should the latter take up. the struggle 
for this aim in good earnest, it will soon become evident that t~e 
attempt to . bring about this workers gover!lment. (at lea~t m 
most countries with a big proletarian popu)at10n) w11l lead either 
directly to the dictatosh1p of the proletariat or to a prolonged 
phase of very acute class struggles, namely, to civil war in all its 
forms 

In that respect we consider the slogan of the workers 
government as necessary and usef~l to winnm~ over the mas~es. 
It will lead to a sharper class conflict from wh1ch the Proletanan 
Dictatorship will finally arise. 

In conclusion, I wish to say that the German Party how
ever fruitful it may have been, has been hampered by the lack 
of understanding of our problems shown by our brother parties. 
In our discussion of the workers government and the United 
Front we have found our work of agitation hampered by the 
remarks of the Party Press and of the French Party. We may 
say here that there are no questions today which may be solved 
on a national basis. All problems are directly dependent for their 
solution upon the action and the propaganda of our brother 
parties. The consciousness of the International effect of any 
party's actions must be insisted upon. True International dis
cipline does not consist only in the union of all members through 
a central bureau, or in the execution of the resolution;; adopted 
at our International Congresses; intern:ttional discipline and 
iniern:>.tional solidarity demand that every party understand its 
broiher parties and realize the effects of its own activity upon 
the other partieS. Some time ago we attempted to reach an 
agreement w_i,J.h ouF French comrades especially on the question 
ol: the Versauies 1 reaty. The Conference of Coloo-ne waa called 
pri~1arily for !hat purpose. 9ur French comrades have helped 
us m the solutwn of th1s question, but we must say that the crisis 
of the French Party h1s greatly hindered the execution of our 
agreements at Cologne. We urgently insist here of the solution 
of the French question not onlv in the interest of our French 
comrades, but in our own as well. It seems to us that the Third 
Congress did no~ take up this question seriously enough, and 
~hat the Internahon:~l had too long delayed its solution. But 
~~ ~ould be ~ ~1is.take if after recognizing our errors, we did not 
lm:ut our d1s~plmary measures, :~fter a final solution of the 
prmciples, to a minimum. 

Murphy: 
(England) 

Comrades! With the main line of the Executive Com
mittee's Report, our Party is in entire agreement. So also do we 
agree thfit !he diagnosis of the con~ition of Capitalism throughout 
the wond 1s correct. We appreciate the fact that the offensive 
of Capitalism today against the working class is not the offensive 
of a class which is confident of its power, but an offensive started 
as the only means of defence. Probably there is no country in the 
world where this offensive has been more cleverly conducted 
than in Great Britain. But in spite of the attempts, in spite of 
the cleverness of the capitalists there, they have still proved to
tally incapable of tackling their own fundamental problems. At 
this moment we have just witnessed _the fall of Lloyd George. 
The fall of Lloyd George marks a new stage in the disintegrating 
process of capitalism in Great Britain, even though the election 
which is proceeding is being used as a vehicle for the consolida
tion of the imperialist parties. Again they have acted very cle
verly and although the Labor Parties of Great Britain have had 
high hopes of that General Election, I feel that their ·hopes are 
not going to be realized to the extent to which they have figured. 
This is a most important development in itself because it fores
hadows a new period of more violent activity in Britain than what 
we have experienced hitherto. 

Comrade Zinoviev stated in his speech that the Fascisti 
movement is confined to Italy. As a matter of fact when the 
l"ascisti of Italy began their attack on the Communists, the trade 
unionists, co-operatives, etc., the capitalist papers in London were 
announcing the regularizing of the special police and announcing 
that these were the future Fascisti for England. 

• Now, with such conditions obtaining in general, practi-
cally everywhere, it is o'f the utmost importance that we should 
take the measure of these events and outline for ourselves the 
policy of the immediate future. We have heard a great deal 
about the United Front, and there is no doubt that the opposition 
to the United Front, is steadily disappearing in the ranks of the 
Communist International. 

Its introduction in Britain however, had some rather 
remarkable effects. It came to the Party in Britain practically 
as a galvanic shock. The party was young, and had no great ex
perience, and at first the demand for the United Front resulted 
in some districts in considerable loss of membership of the 
Party. This particular demand for the United Front had come 
successively after a struggle within the Party which was practi
cally in the process of formation. 

At the Second Congress there was no Communist Party. 
There were only a number of parties, small parties, with all 
shades of socialist colour from pale pink to brilliant scarlet. 
These were ordered by fue Second Congress to come together, 
unite, and to immediately proceed with the application 
for affiliation to the Labor Party. It. is one thing 
to make a demand. It is one thing to unite Socialist 
parties and call them a Communist Party. But it is 
another thing to make out of those forces a real Communist 
Party: and the foliowing months have been months of insistent 
struggle within the Party itself striving to get clear of the various 
difficulties within its ranks. The Labor Party issue had divided 
the parties even before they had come together, and now that they 
had come together, at the first Conference that particular issue 
was only carried by a small majority.. It took another year 
before this particular issue was enabled to pass into the party 
experience for practical work. In this the Labor Party had un
wittingly assisted us, because at the Brighton Conference they 
had deferred consideration of the issue, and twelve months had 
elapsed before it became a fighting issue for the party in rela
tion to the Labor Party. Previously it was more a matter of 
theoretical discussion inside the party, than a matter of practical 
fighting with the Labor Party. This fight was brought to a 
head by the Labor Party Conference in Edinburgh this year. 

In order to appreciate the difficulties we have had to face 
in tackling this question, I want to remind this Congress that 
we have not only had difficulties to tackle in relation to this 
question of affiliation to the Labor Party but it was not until 
October of this year that the party elected its Central Committee 
at its National Conference-an indication of the syndicalist 
character of many elements in the party. 

With the struggle in the party, and being compelled to 
face this larger issue of unity in action, you can readily appre
ciate that this was no light matter for us to undertake. But once 
the Party got into its stride, valuable lessons were learned both 
by the Party and the Labor movement as a whole. The Labor 
Party which in the general election-or in the period leading up 
to the general election-has been out-manreuvered by the capita-
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list parties in its attempt to pla:Y up to the middle c~ass ha~ be~n 
losing support from . the workmg class. One of Its tactics m 
order to capture all the middle class _votes has been th~ tactics 
of expulsion of the Commumsts from 1ts ranks. The Edmburgh 
resolution focused the struggle between the Communists and the 
Labor Party. There the two resolutions, stated that no party 
which had parliamentary candidates in the field I:Unning in oppo
sition to the Labor Party, should be permitted, to become 
affiliated. 

. Consequently we were faced with this situation: that the 
conditions of the party at the moment forbade our entrance 
into the Labor Party. Furthermore, the Labor Party challen
ged the situation by compelling the Labor organizations a!filiated 
to it to exclude such members as belonged to a party whtch con
ducted a parliamentary campaign against it by running candidates. 
Consequently we delivered a counterstroke. Immediately the 
party withdrew its parliamentary candidates who were running 
m opposition to the Labor Party, accepted the constitution of the 

·Labor Party. By this mellns the Communists have won a con
siderable victory inside the ·ranks of the Labor movement. In 
spite of the fact that we lost membership at first, the influenceof 
the Communist party increased in different sections of the work
ing class. 

In ulasgow, Sheffield, Manchester, Birmingham, the La
bor Party has been totally unable to put into operation its own 
resolutions. Furthermore in Barrow, Battersea and other local 
Labor Partie$, the Communists have practically got control of · 
the Labor Party organizations. 

Further we were faced with this fact, that this attempt to 
exclude the Communists from the Labor Party only produced 
further problems for that party which it could not overcome. 
For example, the fact that the Labor Party is made up of affili
ated trade union organizations compelled them to face the issue 
of expulsion of Communists from Labor Party Conferences. Here· 
they must face the big labor organizations and not all these will 
follow their lead. Already at least one Labor organization, and 
an important one has refused to put into operation the Labor 
Party resolution: and immediately the Labor Party was face to 
face with a breakaway of a Labor union, a mass organization._ 
In that they dare not go any further. 

Hence we can see that policy of the United Front, instead 
of being a policy which weakens the Communist Party, is a policy 
which is accumulative in strengthening the Communist Party. 

Equally -important has been the progress in the industrial 
movement.· At the Trade Union Congress, for example, by pur
suing the policy of putting forward a program for the consolida
tion of the union movement, we have been able to _parade all the 
union leaders before the masses and show them thetr defects. 

With. regard to the actual struggles in the factories or 
in the union movement we have one considerable influence. In 
the Engineer's lockout it was the Communist and the supporten 
of the R.I.LU. who controlled that struggle and made whatever 
fight was made. . 

Here I must take exreption to one point in Comrade Zino
viev's report and it is his statement on the factory committees 
movement. He said that "No Communist Party can be considered 

1 a bona fide, formally established mass party that has no stable 
1 influence in the factories and workshops, mines, railways, etc. 

In the present circumstances no movement can be considered a 
well organized proletarian mass movement of the working class 
if its organization does not succeed in establishing factory and 
:workshop committees." 

To this we iake exception. We think it has been spoken 
with eyes too closely fixed on Germany. In England we have a 
powerful Shop Stewards' movement. But it can and 'only does 
exist in given objective conditions. These necessary conditions 
no not exist at the moment in England. How can you build fac
tory organizations when ;r.ou have 1,750,000 workers walking the 
streets? You cannot bu,t.ld factory organizations in empty and 
depleted workshops-while you have a great reservoir of un
employed workers. . 

The movement under these conditions takes other forms. 
It takes the form of a minority movement in the unions and 
throws up a great unemployed workers' committee movement. 
In the engineers' lockout it was these organizations which con
ai.tcted the fight and rarely those who were actually locked out 
from the . .factories. 

Hence the Coinmunist Party must adapt itself to the 
various forms of the struggle thrown up by the given historical 
conditions. In one country the conditions make possible a drive 
into the f~cto~es and the creation o! factory committees. In 
another mmonty movements m the umons and unemployed wor
kers' committees are the order of the day. That Communist 
Party which is deeply rooted in the struggles of the masses and 
adaptable to the varying forms of inass organizations which the 
conditions make possible is a bona fide Communist Party 

whether the form of mass organization is that of factory com. 
mittees or some oiher form. · 

Let us face also the International implications of this 
policy as expressed by the demand for the United Front. Since 
the Conference of the 2nd and 2Y. Internationals what have we 
seen? We have seen a number of struggies taking placi! in this 
country and in that country. At the time of the engineers' lockout 
there were some countries in which occurred dtsputes of the metal 
workers, and the Commwist Parties of these countries did not 
know what the other was doing and had no vital coriiact with 
tach other. They did not put torward the same slogans and no 
measures were taken to make even a United f·ront of the Com
munist Parties. In this direction the Communist International 
has much to do to improve the situatian. 

But further we have heard much talk of the awakening 
peoples of the East and the colonial populations. We hear of a 
rising movement in India, Egypt, Mesopotamia, ankd we have a 
revolutionary movement developing in Ireland, yet little has been 
done to bring together the parties of those countries which control 
and subjugate these peoples, into live contact with the problems 
of the struggling masses. Remedy the defects in these directions 
and we shall make possible a wider application of the United 

Bukharin: 
I would like to analyze the genera1 tactics of the Executive 

and its bearing upon the various groups and tendencies. 
We have to say, whether the Executive of tlle Communist 

International has acted properly or not. This may be divitled 
into two main questions: 1. Whether the International has rightly 
judged the vanous tendencies within the Communists Inter
national, whether the internal political tactics were properly car
ried out. 2 Whe1her it has righHy or wrongly defined the general 
tine of tactics. These are the two main questions to which we 
should receive the answer. Within the International I cau 
distionguish various tactical currents and tendencies. I would like 
first ol all to enumerate them: firstly, the Centrist tendencies, 
secondly, the semi·reformist tendencies J?<lrading under the mask 
and phraseology of the Left Wing; thtrdly, various transitory 
forms partly reformist, or perhaps embodymg the two currents 
at one and the same time; and fourthly, the Left Wing proper: 
By the Left I understand such groupings that commit the so-called 
".Left" errors. After these we have the proper kernel of the 
International, which as we hope, is pursuing the right policy. 

The Centrist tendencies have been expressed. in their crudest 
form in the ~neral activity of the International and at the 
Congress through the delegations from two parties, firstly by a 
sectio11 of the French Party and secondy by a section of the 
minority of the. Norwegian Party, the representatives of which 
have spoken here. The French Centrist tendencies are a survival 
of the former social democratic ideology, and they also pass 
under the mask of pretending to accept everything that is proposed 
to them. They are offered the 21 conditions, and they will accept 
them. Some good resolutions on Party activity may be suggested 
to them, and they wiU accept these unanimously wit·hout even 
discussion, ·and with acclamation. They are ready to assent to 
anything that the so-called "Moscow Dictatorship " may desire. 
Later of course, they will abuse the " Moscow Dictatorship"· 
with characteristic communist vigour, but they subscribe to every
thing that is asked of them. Outwardly this looks perfectly loyal, 
but the great danger consists in the fact that all thls exists only 
on paper. As a rule after the acceptance of such g-ood resolutions, 
ucthing is done. Those 1actical deviations winch are real and 
which really take place have never yet been formulated. The 
attempt bas never been made to elucidate the standpoint under
lying these deviations. 

One of our French Comrades was quite right-this was 
perl:Japs one of the few points in his speecii, where he was right 
-when he said: "We of the Left have always our discussions, 
but the Centrists a-lways make reservations and it is therefore 
difficult to know what these people are really driving at"· Yes, 
this is the most dangerous thing, and when speaking of the French 
Centrists, we have to define their tactics in the struggle for the 
CQJlquest of power, witliin the limits of their own party of course. 
With regard to that half of the Party which is turned towards 
the masses, we must say that there is nothing here of real' support 
to the labor movement in France. Of the struggles of the Trade 
Unions, which is the real substance of working class social life 
in France, one finds no trace in· the Party. This the Party 
entirely :ignores. This can be seen in 1he work of all the 
Frenth Party and in its central organs. The central organ is still 
far from being a Communist organ; we must say this frankly 
to our French comrades. "L'Humanite" is still a long way off 
from being a Communist paper, alt.hotq{h if has very great 
possimlities for influencing the workers m a Commun1st sense. 
If the French comrades would .take a deeper interest ~n tbe 
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working class they could exercise a much greater iniluence 
among the Fr~nch workers than they h~ye done hitherto. Within 
this tendency we also have a strong pac1hst current of pronounced 
humanitarian hue, which has the only virtue of prolonging the 
existence of French bourgeois traditions. 

There is yet another point. This tendency contains also 
a certain anti-communist leaning which is directed against the 
international discipline of the Communist International, and this 
danger from the Right we must combat. 

With regard to the Norwegian Party, we have heard even 
a comrade of the Right Wing speaking here. What did he tell 
us? He told us that the name of the Norwegian paper "Social
Democra·t" was nothing else than a jumble of letters. But why 
oo we call ourselves Communists? Possibly our Norwegian 
comrade thinks that it is due to our liking for particular letters. 
Nevertheless, we take it that the name ,is a symbol which defines 
oor methods at the very start. We have tolerated the social de
mocratic newspapers for two years, and do you· think that this 
has no influence on the contents of the papers? We can and 
will prove that by their contents also these papers are partly 
semi-socialdemocratic, and in these papers one at times comes 
across articles which are written in a spirit of hostility towards 
the Communist International. This is the absolute truth and when 
our comrades here tell us that this is only a minor matter, that 
things will be put right in January,-after two and a half years-
1 say. that this has been promised many times, but never done. 
Then again, what about International discipline? The comrade 
is entirely oblivious of that We have repeatedly and unequi
vocally stated the decision of the International and of the Executive 
that our Congresses will not tolerate such a siluation, and yet they 
rome along here and tell us that this is a matter of little import
ll.nce. Some of the Centrist and semi-Centrist elements form a 
special category whose peculiarity is that they always appear 
under a Left mask. We have heard two cr:iticiMliS of our program, 
notably on the agrarian question and on the question we were 
cliticized very sharply from the Left by our fnend Serrati. He 
said it was a strange sort of MarJCis.m to divide part of the land 
among the peasants, i. e. the petty bourgeoisie, and he thinks 
ihat as truly revolutionary' and orthodox Marxians we should 
fight against the petty bourgeois canaille. This sounds very well. 
But experience has shown that it is only a cloak. And I hope that 
Comrade Serrati himself will not deny it. Something is wrong 
at the root. 

The same thing as to the question of nationalities. In the 
question of nationalities we also had an opponent in the person 
of Herr Levi. He said that we were mak,ing terrible concessions 
in raising the question of nationalities. He wanted to know what 
hat become of our orthodoxy. Later on we saw the wonderful 
development of our quondam Comrade Levi. Here we had an 
ocular demonstration of what was heretofore hidden in the shell. 
Yes, it was only a mask that was assumed by the opportunist · 
tendency to conceal its opportunist character. Our Mensheviks and 
Social-Revolutionaries are shouting from the housetops that they 
represent the real interests of the workers. This is a strategical 
trick which we have to expose. 

Let us take our French comrades. Their main tactical 
course.is one of pure passivity. They do not support strikes, and 
so forth. But they also wear a cloak: "the dangers of the United 
Fwnt ". They say: what can we do with such miserable fellows 
who are really not Socialists at all? We had an illustration of 
this in the speech of our extremely Left Comrade Dun:t. Some 
time ago Comrade Duret spoke against the expulsion of Verfueil 
and Co. He was and continues to be in favor of trade union 
autonomy, and at the same time he comes here to accuse us of 
opportunism. A few days ago he was against the expulsion of 
Verfeui1. Verfeuil is an out-and-out bourgeois wretch. And now 
Comrade Duret tells us: What an opportunist International we 
have, that it demands from us the United Front, the welcoming 
of Serrati, etc. What does it mean? It means, Comrade Durei 
that also in your person the International has a survivor of 
refol'mism, and that your phrases are meant to deceive. Never
theless, we are extremely glad that you are on the road to con
'lialescence, but in politics the symptoms of convalescence are 
uot everything, and the situation has to be watched to see how 
you wilf get on in future. We must have practical proof of 
your recovery before we can fully trust you. We know how 
some people are apt to be swayed, and when a comrade talks here 
so sharply, almost with der-ision at the International, then we 
have to repeat what Comrade Radek once said to such a com
.-ade: You shoul::i be a little more modest, and you should first 
of all give us proof of your own really revolutionary activity. 

Let us examine the s~ubstance of Comrade Duret's argu
ments in so far as I have been able to crystalize his . more 
important points. His first point was that our Party was 
unable to manoeuvre. This was the l'irst argument against the 
Va-it~ Fr<~nt, and it has already been hrou2'ht up by our fdend 

Bordiga. But I say that it is wrong to believe that a party 
must first be built up to the last man before manoeuvring, 
before they are perfected, because it is in the process of 
manoeuvring thai real parties are built. If. we. were lo w!lit 
until we get perfect parhes, we would be fa!hng mto the taches 
of passivity which has been consitently criticized by the French 
Party. ~fhe Left po·int a finger of scorn at the Centrist comrades 
and acouse them of being passive people who will not do a 
stroke of work, yet they themsdves repeat the same mistakes 
when they wish to wait until they get a perfect party. No, the 
Party is produced in the course of the struggle, and the same 
thing wm have to happen in France. 

Comrade Duret raised another argument, that socialist 
opportunists are unwilling to march together with us. This is 
iooeed a smashing argument. just fancy, you must at once 
give up your communist virtues for the reason that the socialist
opportunists refuse to march with you. What a strange 
argument! If you cannot c:ome t? an agreement,. it is y~mr 
ditty to expose them, to wnte agamst them, to ag1tate agamst 
them, and so forth. This is the only sensible way of making 
use of the sins of the social patriots. But here again you are 
handicapped by their confounded passivity. You are too lazy, 
that is what I would like to say to you. 

The third, and extremely comical argument was, that for 
Germany of course the tactics of the United Front was an 
excellent thing. This is what the Reformists usually say. Evett 
during the war it used to be said in Germany: Why, of course, 
we support the revolution in Russia, but in Germany it is quite 
a different matter. You are arguing in a similar way. Ia 
Germany, you say, the masses are organized, in our country 
they are not. Therefore, in Germany the masses. can be won 
by the tactics of fue United Front, and in France they cannot. 
But, in the name of conm1on sense, where is the proof or shade 
of proof of such an argument. In France, just as in Germany 
the movement cannot depend upon the organized W?rkers alone. 
The unorganized too should turn to you for gu1dance. The 
growth-of the numbers of your organized comrades would! 
bring you a corresponding increased following among the un
organized. Your argument is really an extraordinary one. Not 
being a parliamentarian, I wotild simply call it piffle. 

Now, comrades, let me turn to another category who are 
so to speak half way between the Left and the Reformists, and 
whose typical representafiive is comrade Weithauer. He declares 
himself an adherent of the left, it is the Left Wing Opposition i111 
Czecho-Slovakia; comrade Weiihauer appears to me to be one 
who appears to be at his wits end endeavourin~ to invent an 
ideology for the Left Wing Opposition. I mamtain that all 
cl'iticism should not come from the Right but from the Left. 
What comrade Weithauer proposes has really nothing to do 
with Communism, but has much in common with petty bourgeois 
Proudhonism from beginning to end. The Labor Movement in 
Germany knows of a certain Dr. Bernstein who, for the purpose 
of fighting against capitalism, advocated a strike against chi1d· 
bearing, because it wo;uld fllea!l. th.at no new <;hildren . would 
be born, and without ch1ldren m1hlansm cannot ex1st. Welfhauer 
comes along with a proposal to deal capit~lism a mortal blow, 
by advocaHng a boycott of goods of capliahsts who a·re callous 
towards the working class. Here we have a bright _idea. I cal!not 
conceive of any other weapon that comrade We1thauer m1ght 
wage against capitalism that would hit the working class harder 
than the one he now proposes. This is the language of 
philanthropy, which would fit comrade Weithauer much be~ter 
il he were a member of the gentle sex and at the same tune 
of aristocratic descent. But, comrades, it is really a serious 
matter. This is not Marxism; it is theoretically wrong from A 
to Z. This fallacy that the worker is more exploited by merchant 
e2pital than by industrial capital betrays such profound ignorance 
that I would advise comrade Weithauer to Join an elementary1 
Marxian preparatory school. . This theory is not only ridiculous, 
but it is also absolutely opr.ortunist. 

Comrades, I would hke to en~arge upon the fallacy ?f 
comrade Weithauer. I hear that he 1s a philosopher. But h1s 
philosophy is not the embodiment of Pure Reason, but rather the 
dialectical negation of pure reason. The question is: did the 
Executive ireat this question properly?. The Executive saw at 
once that here we had to deal with some honest working class 
elements. In the French question, the Executive took a firm 
stand and demanded the expulsion of the Right Wing Oppor
hmists, yet with regard to the Cedre, the Executive proposed 
the ):'Olicy of patience,-up to certain limits, of course. Was it 
right or wrong? It was right of course. In the case of Czec~o
Slovakia we knew that here were some honest workers behmd 
the fallacies of comrade Weithauer. What did we do? We 
practiced patience. urging the Czecho-Slovakian Party to ret~in 
in the Party those workers who were influenced by these fallac1es. 
It is for you bere tQ Q.edge whethe( ~e Executive was right; 
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I would like now to say a few words on the so-called 
mista:kes of Leftism, and in the iirst place with regard to the 
speech by Comrade Ruth Fischer. Her princ!t?a! mistake was in 
exaggerating dangers. In some cases the cn!Icism wll:s proper, 
and Comrade Radek who can by no means be descnbed. as a 
Leftist has declared this criticism to be justified. But the mistake 
begins' when Co!fl!ad~ R~th I-ischer say.s: ." l_iere we have .Re· 
lormism and Revisiomsm m full bloom". fhis 1s an exaggeration, 
an entirely undialectical treatment of q!lite complete situations 
and action. This is her mistake, which should be frankly 
pointed out. 

Another mistake I noticed in the speech was, when she 
said the following p~~e ':'hkh I P.ut down in ~riting: "T~e 
idea of strong orgamzaho!l 1s a survival of the. social democra~Ic 
spirit "· No, it is not In any way a survival ~~ . the social 
democratic spirit. We should not fr~me_ our policies ~n the 
assumption that the strength of orgamzation means nothmg to 
us while the whole bourgeoisie devises even new forms of 
organization. Fascism is not merely a fol'm of organization 
that the bourgeoisie had possessed previously, it is a newly 
invented form, adapted to the new moveme~t! calculated to dr~g 
:in the masses. In other words, the bourgeoiSie sees the necessity 
of having a mass party, which unfortunately even Comrade 
:Bordiga fails to understand. It is a question of the form of 
organization, and of course, we cannot take upon ourselves to 
dictate the form of organization which should be adpoted. On 
the contrary, it is the masses that have to decide, but we have 
the nucleus of the form of organization, and this is a problem 
not only for a social democratic party, but for every militant 

parly. Now we come to the third point. Comrade Fischer said 
that the Putschist tactics have been the subject of much strife 
within the German Party, and has brought about a. c~rtain state 
of depression in the Party. T·hat may be so. But d Is a known 
fact that in the battle of life not every point can be defined and 
described beforehand. It would have been much worse for the 
Party if there had been no vigomus campaign against Putschism. 

I have yet a few other remarks to make. Look at the 
situation in lta:ly to-day. Everything cries aloud for the unity 
of the proletarian forces. The most important problem in Italy 
is 1he problem of organizational unity with the Socialist Party. 
Yet comrade Bordiga has not a word to say about this important 
problem. His entire speech was an essay of the most absiract 
Bergsonesque phHosophy of action, which is no action at all. 
But not a .single word on concrete problems. This is another 
outpouring of his meagre spirit, wbich in r.eality is not a sound 
instrument of the proletar;ian struggle. lt is the survival of 
pliiely dogmatic sectarianism. The Italian Party, having done 
some very good work, has also committed mistakes in the 
agrarian question, in the question of the "Arditi Del Po polo", 
etc. All the mistakes of the Italian Party are the lo~ical outcome 
of the fallacious ideas that have found expression m the speech 
of comrade Bordiga. 

Comrades, in dealing with these questions, and in 
correcting the errors of Leftism, the Executive did not act upon 
the standpoint of either "right", or "left", bu1 on the standpoint 
of the proper P!oletarian tactics. The proper proletarian tactics 
need not be etther Right or Left; all d has to do is to adapt 
tiiself to the concrete conditions of the proletariat of the respective 
countries. I therefore invite you to consider the tactics of the 
Executive as your very own, to test it and to continue to support 
ii until we shall become the real power with the entire proletariat 
on our side. 

Carr: 
(America) 

Let me say, in the name of the Communist Party of 
America, ihat we are in full agreement with the tactics of the 
'Executive during the past year. This applies, not o~y to the 
general trend, but also to the concrete decisions made by the 
Execu1ive anent America. 

I now tmn to general considerations. The Third Congress 
issued the watchword, Back to the Masses! It is true that in 
America there was lacking for a long time a clear view as to 
fhe tasks of a Communist Party. So thoroughly, however, has 
propaganda been carried on under this watchword that there 
.arc now very few comrades in America who,· as Comrade Radek 
:would ~phrase it, pride themselves on their desire to wander -in 
solitude beneat:h t;he stars while awaiting the fine morning when 
the red sun of the revolution is to shine into theh faces. Almost 
every member of the Party now understands that it is the Party's 
1ask to work among the masses. They realize that we must not 
restrict all our activities to our own party members, but must 
extend them among t·he various organizations of the working 

class. In the American Party, you will no longer find anyone 
to oppose this watchword. 

The second watchword, that oi the United Front, has also 
been,:. good one for America. In the States, however, the situation 
is somewhat different from that in European countries. Naturally 
it was different, for in America there is no Labor Party, no 
Socialist Party, which is backed by the masses. The Socialist 
Labor Party still goes Hs way through the country like an old 
witch, but no one pays any attention to it, and the nmsses do 
not join it. When the watchword of the united front first came 
to America, it was only to be expected that there would at first 
be certain misunderstandings in the Party as to the matter. 
Some of the comrades interpreted it as a command that we 
should 'make a nice little agreement with the politicians and 
leaders of the Socialist Party and other organizations. It was 
even proposed that when we had put forward a candidate for the 
elections, we should withdraw him in favor of the yellow Meyer 
London, and that we were to support the latter at the election. 
Such views no longer prevail in the Party. Every member under
stands that this is not the meanning of the united front, but that 
what we have to do is to engage in activities in which we can 
make common cause w.ith all the workers and with all working 
class organizations against the bourgeoisie. 

I come, now, to concrete questions. As you know, in 
America we have an illegal Communist Party, whose bmnches 
are secretly organized. At one time there were two parties but 
they were amalgamated in May, 1921. After the union, the 
question came to the front how the Party was henceforward to 
work amo~ the masses. How were we to realize the slogan of 
the InternatiOnal, the slogan which the process of events was 
spontaneously commending to us all? 

Many of the members were convinced that it was essentiai 
to organize a legal Party, for the better permeation of the 
masses. The party split over the question whether a legal party 
should be organized, and if so, how. The problem was discussed 
here in Moscow. Theses were formulated on the subject, and in 
these theses it was recommended that a legal party should be 
organized. Watchwords were formulated, and partial demands 
were specified. It was, moreover, definitely declared that we 
must guard against the danger of the party being completely 
broken up. The underground party was to be continued and 
strengthened, but in addition a legal Party was to be constructed, 
as an instrument of the Communist Party, that we might be able 
to work more effectively among the masses. These theses were 
sent to America, and were hailed with delight by the great 
majority of the members. Voices were, however, raised against 
them, from the extremists of either wing. The Left oppositio~, 
which was outside the party, was averse to the proposal, for 1t 
was a defeat to their propaganda. But the theses were not wholly 
accepted even within the party. Some of the comrades regard them 
as wrong in principle. They said that the theses were based upon 
false information, that the Executive was not rightly informed 
regarding the situation in America, and that that was why such 
theses had been sent. Nevertheless, the theses were officially 
accepted, and the debate concerning the problems propoO.nded in 
them lasted for months. Upon this matter, too, a great dispute 
ocourred. That perhaps serves as foundation for Comrade 
Zlnoviev's remark that in America there are serious faction 
struggles. But now these disputes are at an end. The questions 
that were agitating the Party last summer we:re settled at the 
Party Congress with !he valuable aid of the reJ?resentative of 
the Communist international, who attended the sessiOns. Perhaps 
we shall hear something more of the matter in this place. One . 
seems to be listening to far-off thunder, to the muiterings of 
a storm which has passed into the distance. The real s~orm 
over the question is finished. The theses of the . Internation~l 
concerning the immediate tasks of the Commumst Party . m 
Amer;ica, have now been accepted ~s sound by the ov~rw~~lm1l!g 
majority of our members. I believe myself to be JUStified ~n 
saying that nine tenths of our members. c.onsider them to !Je. m 
conformity wdth contemporary U.S. conditions, and are satisfied 
that they lay down the r'iglht ·lines for the work of the Party iu 
America. 

The Executive of the Communist International sent orders 
!ast winter to the Party that a reunion was to take place. The 
comrades of the Left opposition who came here to appeal for 
recognition as the Communist Party of America were instructed 
to re-enter the Party, and the Party received orders to accept 
them back. The Executive commanded that the unity of the Party 
in America should be re-established. In this matter, too, the 
Executive acted rightly. Such is to-day the opinion of . the 
immense majority of the Party, but voices have been raised 
in opposition from both exremes, The members o! the Left 
wing had split the Party and did not wish to re-enter the fold, 
and many of the "Right" leaders did not wish to re-admit them. 
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These latter said officially, "yes, we will take them back!" But 
in reality those who came back were not welcomed with as 
much enthusiasm as one could have wished. Here, again, there 
was a great dispute between those who really desired the unity 
of the Communist movement in America, those who wished that 
all entitled to term themselves communists should be enrolled 
in a single Party-and those who believed that it would be 
better for the Party if all these lett elements were to remain 
outside the organization. After months of dispute, the orders 
of the Executive were at length carriEld out. Last month the 
two fractions were re-united unconditionally, with the collabora
tion of the representa-tive of the Commumst International, who 
was then in the States. In this matter, likewise, the American 
Party holds today -that the Executive of t·he Communist Inter
national took the right course. 

There are one or two other JX>ints in Comrade Zinoviev's 
report to which I find it necessary to refer. Zinoviev says that 
our Party is small. That is -true. He also says that there is 
a great left-wing movement among -the workers, and ii would 
seem that he is doubtful whether we are foUowing the right coorse 
in America. The left-wing working class movement io-day is 
io a preponderant extent ihe outcome of our Party's acti.vtties. 
Our members have been active in nuclei in -the trade unions. 
Some of the noted trade union leaders who visited Moscow 
were sent here thanks to the work of -the communist nuclei in 
the trade unions. Consequently it does not give quite a true 
picture to divide these two elements so sharply, saying: "Here 
1s the Party, quite small; there is a great left-wing trade union 
movement". The description does no-t accord with the facts. The 
party work in the trade unions is not yet so ably conducted as 
we might· wish, but from day ~ day we are learning better 
how to influence the unions, how to organize ihe whole left-wing 
working class movement against the right wing consisting of 
the Gompers' faction, and by degrees how to revolutionize the 
labor movement as a whole. 

Comrades, in America to-day, thanks largely to the right 
lines established during the past year on the .recommendation of 
the Executive of the Communist International, we have for the 
first time a genuinely united Party-a Party, the great majority 
of whose members are in accord concerning the problems with 
which the Party is confronted. We declare that this Party approves 
ihe work of the Executive of the Communist International, that 
ihe Party hopes and believes -that this work will be continued 
on similar lines during the ensuing year. 

·Domski: 
(Poland) 

The United Front has been much tried out in our country 
in the course of the last six months. We have already accumu
lated a good deal of experience, and I believe that this experience 
is not encouraging to the adherents of the tactics of the United 
Front as it has been applied of late. Of course, every time one 
says something against the United Front one gets the reply: 
But you do not lillderstand that we must have the majority 
behind us! And in Moscow one hears at times even a sharper 
answer: It is only an ass who faiLs to understand, etc. Of 
course this is, rather a sharp argument. Such an argument 
would kill an elephant. But it is altogether irrelevant to the 
question. Of course, we ought to win a majority of the prole
tariat, but it has to be a majority for a Communist Party, not 
for a hotch-potch of hazy and nebulous ideas. 

This experience of the United Front we have been collec
ting everywhere, chiefly in Germany, but also in Poland: Com
rade Huth Fischer has said here a few things about the United 
Front in Germany, pointing out the mistakes that have been 
committed in the application of it, characterizing them quite 
properly. To this I have something to add: When the comrades 
of the German Executive are defending this tactic, they say: 
Behold the great victories we have won thereby; the chief among 
these victories being the strengthening of our Party in Germany. 
Comrades, when one has such a situation as the taxation com
promise, depreciated currency, soaring prices etc, one has to 
be very careful in claiming that all successes of the Party were 
due exclusively to Party tactics. No, there were other circum
stances behind this gtatifying growth of the German Communist 
Party. And when all da.ims are now made for the tactics of 
the United Front we should examine whether the successes in 
Germany were promoted or hindered by these tactics. 

Comrade Meyer ha's claimed yet another victory; the 
Independents have joined the majority Social-Democrats in 
Germany. Yes, a great victory for the Social-Democrats and 
we ought not to dispute it. They have scored yet another victory. 
The workers in the U; S. P. did not protest against this union. 
The major part of the Independent workers have f"'ttite calmly 
transferred their membershij:l ,o the Sodal-Demn·;ntic Party, 

and this becau.se our tactics of the United Front has well pav.::d 
the way_ fo_r 1t, so . that the Independent work~rs . could glide 
ov~r qmte mp~rceptJbly and ~edebour was left m Isolation. If 
this be your victory, then I w1sh you less of such \ ictories-of 
victories that might lead to your undoing. . 

I am glad to observe that the Communist Party with the 
aid of the Executive has taken cognisance of this mistake. The 
tactics of the United Front is applied quite di.fferently now. 
Every Communist will subscribe to the way in which the tactics 
are now applied (I r<>fer to the Factory Councils' movement in 
Germany). These are the proper tactics. 

We, in Poland, have also had some experience with the 
tactics of the United Front. Comrade Mikhalovsky has already 
spoken about it. We have addressed ourselves to the various 
factions, inviting them to a joint demonstration. In Warsaw 
we have given up our own demonstrations, in Cracow fifteen of 
our comrades were brutally maltreated by the P. P. S. It was 
indeed gratifying tactics. It has its savmg grace in the fact 
that the Party Executive was absent from the demonstrations. 
This tactic · has also had. its theoretical effects. During the 
cabinet crisis in Poland, when Pilsudsky was forming a gover
nernent headed by Slivinsky the communists in Warsaw sensed 
the danger of war, but our party press evolved quite a different 
theory. I must quote the text verbatim so that no one could 
say that I was reading between the lines. Here is what the 
editor of our Central theoretical organ had to say: 

"One would think that the first duty of the Social-Demo
cratic Party was to demand the immediate political amnesty and 
the liberation of the revolutionary members of the working class. 
It is upon this point that the Communist agitation towards the 
Slivinsky Government should be centred." 

Thus, with the arrival of a new Pilsudsky Government 
we begin with the demand for a political amnesty. (Radek: 
it was not a war government.) Oh yes, it was not a war govern
ment before the elections. Here I will quote again: 

" A democratic government, very well. But in tlie Diet 
and in the methods hitherto applied by the Gove1 •. ment, there 
has been, and there could be, no basis for democracy. This 
basis could be furnished only by the stru!'"<rle of the wide masses 
for democracy, and if Slivinsky had the courage to rely upon 
the masses, if he had for this purpose started his administration 
with the amnesty and the proclamation of political liberty for 
the working class, the Communist Party would gain a good deal 
thereby. But it is no less certain that the democratic govern
ment would gain just as much by winning the support of the · 
masses for a certain length of time, this having a broad and 
solid basis of popular support." 

This reads strikingly like an offer of sunnort to the 
government by our Party. These were th~ exJJt:riences that "":e 
had· in Poland. Fortunately they are comparatively few. This 
was because in Poland we had no basis for these tactics of 
the United Front. In Germany we had that basis; in France 
the demand for the tactics of the United Front has onlv aggra
vated the crisis in the Party without bringing any advantage, 
at least so far. As regards the workers' government, I was in 
the same boat as my friend Duret, I could not understand the 
meaning of workers' government in our tactic. At last I have 
heard a dear definition of this governement. Comrade Radek 
has solaced me in nrivate conversation that such a ~overnment 
is not contemplated for Poland (Radek: I never said it). l-h, 
then Poland will also have to bear the punishment of this sort 
of government. It is thus an international problem. Comrade 
Radek says that the workers' government is not a necessity but 
a possibility, and it were folly to reject such possibilities. The 
question is whether we inscribe all the possibilities on our banner 
and try to accelerate the realization of tnese .possibilities, once 
we have inscribed them on our banner. I believe that it is quite 
possible that at the eleventh hour a so-.called workers govern
ment should come which would not be a proletarian dictatorship. 
But I believe when such a government comes, it will be the 
resultant of various forces such as: Our struggle for the pro
letarian dictatorship, the struggle of the social-democrats against 
it and so forth. Is it proper to build our plans on such an , 
assumption? I think not, because I believe that we should 
insist on our struggle for the proletarian dictatorship. If the 
workers' government is to come, it will come even if we agitate 
and fight for our full program. It may happen that the working 
masses would turn their backs on the National Labor Party and 
join the social-democrats, as has been the case in Upper Silesia. 
It would be a step forward, at all events. But it is not our, 
duty to agitate for such a step. We must agitate for our own 
Communist Party. 

But some comrades give a different interpretation to the 
slogan of a Workers Government. We are really out for the 
Proletarian Dictatorship hut we dare not say it. The working 
masses are afraid of the Communist Dictatorship, and even 
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when we declare that the Proletarian Dictatorship, is not the 
Communist Dictatorship, they do not .believe us. 

I therefore think, that when we meet with opposition to 
the Communist Dictatorship on the part of opponents whom 
this "Commissar" dictatorship paints in the blackest colours, 
it should be our policy to counter-act such a position, not by 
launching slogans that are pseudonyms, as comrade Zinoviev 
aptly remarked. Pseudonyms will not win the fight for us. 
We must state our revolutionary slogans quite clearly. This 
does not mean to say that we ought to make any partial demands. 
We should draw up partial demands and we have done so in 
every struggle, in as much as these were necessary for the 
struggle of the working mass·es for the improvement of their 
lot. These slogans we ought to formulate and to support. But 
we should not advance any slogans in which we do not believe 
ourselves, we should have no slogans intended to expose any
body or as a means for manceuvring. We must have slogans 
either partial or ultimate in which we are ready to firrht. 

In conclusion, I would like to say this: The working class 
is not so foolish and not so cowardly as some are inclined to 
think. The working class wants to fight for the revolution. 
He who speaks to the workers in their own language for any 
length of time is bound to be understood. It is sheer ignorance 
of the situation of the working struggle to suppose that the 
workers can be ordered about like an army, now to the right, 
then to the left, without their own intelligent comprehension. 
This war can end in victory only when our slogans and our 
ideology are perfectly clear and well understood by every 
soldier. Only in this manner can the workin~ cla,ss carry on 
the struggle consistently towards the ultimate goal. 

Kolarov: 
(Balkan Federation) 

I am going to adress you on hehalf of the Balkan Com
munist Federation. 

Comrade Zinoviev said that our Federation has hardly 
functioned during the past year. Unfortunately this is true. 
Our efforts to make the Federation a political centre for the 
Balkan Parties have been only partially successful. The work is 
only just beginning, and it will require the continued united 
efforts of the Balkan Parties and the effective assistance of the 
Executive of the International to bring the work to a satisfac
tory conclusion. Now that the Rumanian Party has been put 
<ln its feet, and the Yugoslav Party is in the course of reorganizing 
itself by adapting itself to the conditions of illegality in which 
it finds itself, there is every reason to believe that the Communist 
Balkan Federation will soon become an important factor in the 
Balkan revolutionary m<lvement. 

in procl!liming _it. Hoy.rever, _th~ ~nly. real gu":rantee for the 
observatiOn of mternatwnal diSCiplme IS the umted opinion of 
all ou_r ~ctions on all the great ~ection~ of the progr[!m, the 
organ1zatwn and t~e co~mumst tact~cs: J?Ifferences of conception 
cannot help resultmg m lack of diSCiplme. A proof of this is 
the example o.f the t"rench, the Italian and other parties. One 
of the essential tasks of the Communist International is to 
create and to foster unanimity. 

Seidler: 
(Czecho-Slovakia) 

Comrades, on behalf of the-Czecho-Slovakian Delegation with 
th.e exception .o~ Comrade Vaitauer, I declare our complete accord 
with the actlVlty of the Executive since the Third Con,.ress. 

On various occasions, when the situation was serious 
the Executive intervened very· successfully in the devc:cpm::nt 
of the Communist movement in Czecho-Slovakia. The formaton 
of a united i.nternational and, organizationally centralized party 
may .b.e considered to be the greatest success of our last y~T's 
activities. We had several comrades who feared that it would 
be impossible to overcome all the difficulties in view of L -c fact 
tha! .we h.ad t_o work among a working class of various natio
nal:ties With differeJit traditio,,s, national prejudices and illusions, 
which were rendered more complex by the language difiic!t tv. 
We are .ab!e to s.tate to-day that these problems have been so!v .J. 
That th1~ 1s so, 1s greatly due to the decisions and advice which 
we receiye from the I:xecutive co!lcerning the organizational 
shortcommgs of the Party, the Umted Front and the question 
of trade union tactics, have been especially useful. 

The Congress Commission will deal with a cm1crete case 
of breach of discip~ine,. which occur_re<!- in our Party. We shall 
have full opp~rtumty m the comm1sswn to state in dehl the 
~easl:!ns b~ which. the Managing Committee of the Party justified 
1t~ v.Iewpomt, which we share. However, we hold that discipline 
yllthm. the Communist In_t~rnational is so important, that we 
1mme<hately put the .decisiOn of th~ E:cecutive into practice, 
alth~:mgh. we were not m agreement .WI!h It, !ind lod:::ed a .Protest 
agamst 1t. We trus! that the ~ommiss1on will fully examme this 
~att~r- It goes without saymg that communist discipline is 
bmdm~ !or us. We therefore declare .that we shall recognize 
the deciSIOn of the Congress. I merely WISh to d··"w the ~.:tention 
of the ~ongress to the fact that the decision of the Executive 
undt;rmmed the authority of the Committee of the Czec:1 Com. 
~UJ?-ISt Party, and that it would lead to disastrous consequences 
!f, 111 the presen! complicated situation of the labor movement 
m ~~ho-Siovak;ia, t•he Central ~mmittee of the Party had not 
sufficient authonty and opportumty to enforce uarty discipline. 

. . As to the. future .work of the Executive, we are of the 
opmwn that the mformatwn and the connections of the Executive 
should be improved. 

I want to emphasize the fact that the Balkan Parties 
are in full agreement with the general lines of policy of the 
Executive Committee since the Third Congress. They are of 
the opinion that the resolutions of the International Congresses Katayama .• 
were rightly interpreted by the Executive which acted according 
to the spirit of these resolutions. As to the tactics of the United (Japan) 
Front, the Balkan Parties accepted them from the very first. 
The Bulgarian Communist Party studied and laid down the The Jai?Rne~ Com~unist Party has approved the report 
manner of the application of these tactics in Bulgaria in a of comrade ZinoVlev. I will not speak here only on the United 
detailed resolution which was put before its last Congress. The Front as applying to Japan. The Japanese Communist Party 
same thing happened at the recent Conferences oi the Yugo- is underground and is still young but we have been working 
slavian and Rumanian Parties. The Constantinonle Turkish openly throu~h the Trade Unions and by other means. Our 
Communist Party has also accepted these tactics. In addition unions are fighting unions, having no traditional difficulties. 
to the theoretical adhesion to the tactics of the Unite-'1 Front, We have no Henderson, and we have no Gompers. Comrades, 
the Balkan Party had endeavoured to put them into practice. in tlte past we have practised the United Ftont in many instances. 
The Bulgarian Communist Party had occasion to use them When we started tlte propaganda movement against the 
repeatedly, and with very good results. It is owing to these. - Washington Conference all the trade unions cooperated to fight 
tactics that the Party was able to make an impression on the and make propaganda against this bourgeois, capitalistic, im
government clerks and officials, the most inert proletarian section perialistic conference at Washington. Then when fhe Govern· 
of the countrv. and to draw it into the struggle t•· e'er the ment introduced a bill against all radical movements in Japan 
effective leadership of the Communist Party. In YoP"oslavia and the trade unions of all shades, Anarchist, Syndicalist, Communist 
Rumania the bourgeois and the petty bourgeois parties, which and Moderate came together to make effective propaganda so 
were hitherto the leaders and protectors of these proletarian that the Government finally backed down. 
elements, see their influence dwindling. The soci~l-democrats We have started a movement under the name of "Hands 
have categorical;y refused to form a united front with the co:n- off Russia", which was similar to that organized in England 
munist parties in these countries, which does not prevent the and now all trade unions and all radical associations are 
latter froll?- enjoining the masses to I?e united in their strucrg-le. cooperating to fight against intervention and for the recogni· 
The expenence of the Balkan countnes proves that the United tion of Soviet Russia. We could not do anything for the Russian 
Front tactics, if y.'is.ely interprete~. and applied, is an effective famine, but with the change of government we started the 
means of revolutwmzmg and umting the masses even in the Russian relief work and now not only trade unions, radical 
industrially backward countries. associations, but also even the petty-bourgeoisie cooperated to 

The problem of the workers' government does not arise aid the Russian famine. This aid 1s all carried on under ilie 
iri the agricultural Balkan countries, and therefore I shall not control of the Communist Party, although it is deep underground. 
dwell on it. Now I want to tell you my feelings during the last few 

It is self-evident that a rigorous discipline is a vital days; we have difficulties with the United Front in the Com
necessity for the International as well as for its sections. munist Party. The United Front is not yet estab1ished in all 
All The Communist Parties recognize this fact an<! are :Lou<l countries, lit .is not established even in all the parties yet. But, 
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comrades, we ha·ve a big enemy. We must fight this enemy 
at aU costs. You forget, comrades of. France, Italy and other 
couni.ries· you forget that you must hght the enemy. On the 
contrary you are fighti~ eac~1 ?ther. You ~ug'~t to hght for t~e 
United Front against unpenahsm and capttabsm. And agam 
I tell you, we have not heard any~hing about a United .Front 
internationally. What are you domg for other countries to 
unite them and make a united front against imperialiSJ.? and 
capitalism? Nothing so far. I have not ~eard of anythmg so 
far o! the internalionai character of the Umted Front. We want 
a United Froni with the stron~ Communist J?arties <?f t~e world. 
Colonial countries need the Umted Front to hght caplia!tsm. The 
Fourth Congress must impress al! comrades going ba~k fro~u 
here with the necessity for a Umted Front, not only m thetr 
own countries but also in other countries so that we can re~ch 
our aim. Someone said that. the United Front is a. compron:1se. 
Yes it is a compromise, but a comprormse to gam our atms. 
It ~ill not weaken our movement, but strengthen. t~e move~1en~. 
It is not a compromise with the petty-bourgl'OISie. No, It ts 
a compromise with labor leaders in order to reach. the workers 
who are under the influence of these leaders. It wtll strengthen 
i'he Communist movement and enable us to gain our ends. 

Rakosi: 
(Hungary) 

Comrades, I must confess t? yo~ that I do not v~ry 
willingly limit myself in the dtscusston to the Hunganan 
question. The Hungarian question, like the Hungarian Pa~ty, 
is at this moment a very knotty problem; and every -step whtch 
is not sufficiently considered, and every word which is not 
weilthed may cost the lives of good figftters. I cannot allow 
myself the luxury, as comrade Landler has done, to speak of 

. the illegal situation which has in 1he pas.t and will probably 
in the future cost the lives of some of our best comrades. I 
would rather light on the situation of the Hungarian emigrant 
movement and the Hungarian Party. 

Comrades, what is the Hungarian emigration? It is that 
portion of Hungarian Communist Party and the Hungarian working 
class movement, which has had to seek refuge abroad. What 
has been the nature of the Hungarian Communist Party? It 
ha.d an energetic and swift period of fruit<ion, which lasted only 
four months. In lour months it seizert power, which it retained 
four and a hall mont·hs. These eight and a half months could, 
of course, not suffice to thrash out the various differences of 
opinion, on matters of tactics, involved in the upbui1ding and 
consolidating of a Communist Party. The Hungar,ian Communist 
Party went into emigration1 where the many practical and 
theoretical differences of opmion could not be passed through 
the test of actual practice in the daily struggle, neither could they 
be settled by activity, mass action or daily contact with the 
workers. 

The Executive has occupied itself for ten months with 
this question and has taken great trouble in solving the funda· 
mental doctrinal differences as soon as possible. Because these 
theoretical differences were of too petty a natme, no adequate 
steps could be taken. This fact remains, however, that the 
political emigrants engaged in a quarrel during ten months: 
pamphlets were published which were a rare tit-bit for the social
d("mocrats, who published long leaders in the "Vorwaerts" in 
which 1hey threw mud upon revolution, our Soviet Dictatorship, 
The Communist Parly and the Communist International. The 
Executive had to take measures with regard to this matter, which 
occupied the first enlatged session ol the Executive. In such 
a siiuation it was not only the right but the duty of the Executive 
to remove this cancer wih a keen knife. For a hard knot, a 
sharp plane is needed. After such a seandal, the Executive cou1d 
do nothing else than extirpate this malignant growth, with ali 
possible energy. These are the main outlines of this factional 
struggle. 

I would like to say something further with regard 1o the 
·Hungarian Communist Party. The Hungarian Communist Party 
is not the product of any one fa-ction; it is the product of the 
Hungarian proletariat, that proletariat which during four and 
a half months had the power of the State in its hands, and 
.which now realizes more painfully every day, what it had lost 
in the short lived Soviet Dictaton>hip. 

The Hungarian Communist Party, as well as those com
rades who are now .in prison, have not been a party to this 
factional strife. To set the activity of the best Communists of 
Budapest on the credit side of any one faction, is somethinrr 
against which I must energetically protest. ,, 

And another point; it would be most disadvantageous 
for the. Hungarian proletariat and the future of the Hungarian 
Party If the World Congress received the impression that the 

Hungarian Party is being shattered by factional strife. The 
Power of the Hungarian Communist Party is not be measurd . 
by factional struggles. It suffices to glance at the activity of the 
li<ungarian bourgroisie which is still greatly in terror of the 
Communist Party and of its return to power. 

The Hungarian counter-revolution, which is trying to 
nip in the bud every Communist growth by means of fire and 
sword, is compelled to look to the future and to organize itself 
in illegal groups to carry on a secret struggle with t11e Communist 
movement, which is sprouting abundantly in Hungary. And 
I hope that the Communist Party of Hungary and the Hungarian 
proletariat, which in 1919 demonstrated its ability to struggle 
for emancipation, and which is now carrying on the struggle 
under unexampled difficulties, will continue in the future to 
proceed along the path laid out for it by history, by its revolu
tionary past, despite emigrant factional strife and white terror. 

Comrades, I would like to reiterate that it was certainly 
quite unpleasant for the Executive to clean out this Augean 
stable and restore order. It wrung the heart of every Hungarian 
comrade when the matter ot our party came before the Executive; 
and it cut us to the quick when we saw 1hat our labor and 
struggles had borne such fruit. I am in complete accord with 
the last part of Comrade Landler's speech in which the pro
poses that the World CongrEss express its sympathy with 
martyrs protesting against their persecution. I also wish to say 
that the Communist !nternaiional lost no opportunity of aiding 
the Hungarian proletariat whenever possible. You, comrades, 
know well that we have succeeded in releasing 400 Hungarian 
comrades from Horthy's dungeons; and I can also state that the 
Executive immediately took steps to free the present group of 
arrested comrades from the vengeance of white "Justice". We 
have nothing against an investigation of the Hungarian ~uestion; 
I would, however, energetically protest against handhr.g this 
question as one of factional struggle, even in a disguised form • 
The matter must go either to the Executive or to the Congress. 
The Hungarian Party, and the Hungarian emigrants have con
tributed sufficient material for the Second and Two and a half 
Internationals; and that which comrade Landler has _put before 
us to day is nothing more than digging up offal which had 
already been buried. I am absolutely opposed to having thi10 
matter considered from the point of view of factionalism. 

Vuyovich: 
(Young Commun~st International) 

Comrades, .the Young Communist International has always 
approved and still approves the policy of the Executive Com
mittee of the Communist International. It is of the opinion that 
during these fifteen months the Executive Committee· has carried 
out the decisions of the Third Congress in spirit and in letter. 

We may say that the application of the United Front in 
the Young Communist League was crowned wiih complete success 
in all the countries wh~re it was carried out. In Germany, 
France, Czecho-Slovakia, and in other countries, the Young Com
munist Leagues basing themselves on the general instructions 
issued by the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter
national, have applied the United Front tactics, and we are justi
fied in saying that it was proved in practice that we were right 
in adopting tf!is line. 

The Young Communist International is also in complete 
accord with the attitude of. the Executive Committee of the Com
munist International on the particular question of France,.Ataly, 
Norway, Czecho-Slovakia and of the other countries where the 
Executive Committee had to intervene in the course of the last 
fifteen months. 

The Young Communist International is of the opinion that 
the desire of the Executive Committee to put into 
practice in these countries the decisions of the Third Congress, 
that is to say the desire to win over the majority of the working. 
class, has not only been thoroughly understood by the Executive 
Committee but has been put into practice jn all countries, specially 
in Czecho-Slovakia and Italy. 

The Young Communist International on whose behalf I am 
addressing you, wishes to emphasize one particular point of 
Comrade Zinoviev's speech. I reter to the formation of commu
nist nuclei in all the workships and factories. It is of the opinion 
that the time has come to p;t into practice the thesis adopted o~ 
this particular point by the Third Congress. 

The Young Communist International has already done its 
utmost to put these theses into practice. I could give you con
crete examples of this, notably that of the Lyons region in France. 
The workshop organiza'ions which we established there have 
been completely successful, and thus, by our action, communist 
nuclei came into being in the workshops am! factories. The 
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Young Communist International is of the. opinion _that. the. Com
munist Parties must make a real -effort m that directiOn m the 
near future. 

Another point seems to us equally important, and. t~at. is 
the centralization of the Communist International, and dtscrphne 
within the Communist International. The Young Communist 
International has already shown by the activity of its organiza
tions in the various countries that it believes in discipline and 
communist centralization. In France, and in other countries 
where the Executive Committee met with a certain amount of re
sistance on the part of the Com~unist P~rty, the Young Com
munist Leagues were always the first to give the necessary sup
port to the altitude of the Executive Committee within the Com
munist Parties, which had been their companions in the com
munist struggle. 

The Young Communists severely condemn the various 
breaches of discipline which took place during the period covered 
by the report of the Executive Committee. We trust that such 
things will not happen in the future, and that the theses and the 
resolutions. which formed the basis of the Communist Inter
national which was accepted everywhere in various resolutions !n 
the course of several congresses, will be respected not -only m 
words, but that every section will show in all future revolution!lry 
struggles that commul!ist discipline exists a!ld is real_ly apphed. 
We also trust that owmg to. this, the Executive Committee of the 
Communi;,: International will feel more sure than heretofore that 
all its decisions will be carried out. We trust that henceforth 
the watchwords of the Communist International, such as the 
United Front, will be adopted aad afplied in their entirely. The 
Young Communist International is o the opinion that the Exec~
tive of the Communist International has gone through the preli
minary period during which its work consisted in laying down 
the general political line for all the Communist Par
nes. We believe that the time has come for 'the Execu
tive Committee to pay attention to organization and to endeavour 
to influence more than heretofore the transformation of the Com
munist Party into a real mass party. We trust that the sections 
of the Communist International will no longer impede the poli
tical work of the Executive Committee by their avowed or tacit 
resistance, and will allow it to devote more time in all the coun
tries to the work connected with the reorganization of the Com
munist Parties on the basis of workshop and factory committees 
and in close contact with the working masses. 

In this way, the Communist International and its Executive 
Committee will be able to conduct the revolutionary struggles 
which the situation demands with much more energy than hereto
fore. 

Malaka: 
(Dutch Indies) 

On behalf of the Communist Party of Java, I wish to speak 
on the importance of the question of the United Front for the 
oppressed masses of the East. I should like · to put several 
questions to Comrade Zinoviev and Radek. Perhaps Comrade 
Zinoviev did not mean that Java must have a different United 
Front. Perhaps our United Front is different from the others. 
However, the decision of the Second Congress of the Third 
International means that we must form a United Front with the 
revolutionary nationalists. Thus, our United Front is not a 
United Front with the social democrats but with the revolutionary 
nationalists. .We must recognize in our country that we also need 
a United Front. However, with us the tactics of the nationalists 
frequently assume various forms. Two of the most popular 
forms of nationalist tactics against imperialism are the boycott 
and the liberation struggle of the Moslems....:.of Pan-lslamism. 
It is on these two forms that I should Eke to put the following 
question: firstly, should we or should we not support the national 
boycott movement, secondly; should we support Pan-Islamism?. 
H so, how far shall we go? . 

I am ready to admit that a boycott is not a communist 
method, but it is a method which under the political and military 
enslavement of the East is one of the most effective weapons, :-nd 
we have ~n that the 1919 boycott in Egypt against British im
perialism, and the great Chinese boycott in 1919-1920 were 
crowned with success. The last boycott movement took place in 
British India. We may assume that this year or next year another 
form of boycott will be applied in the East. We know, of course, 
that the boycott is not our method but rather the method of the 
petty bouri{eoisie and of the nationalist bourgeoisie. Moreover, 
we can say that the boycott is tantamount to supporting the native 
capitalists, but we also see that owing to the boycott movement in 
British India 18,000 leaders are kept in prison. The boycott in 
India haJ proguced. ,ll very revolutionary atmosphere, and bas 

compelled the British Government to ask Japan for military 
support in the event of the boycott movcm~nt being transformed 
into an open armed rising. We also know that the Mohamcdan 
leaders in India, Dr. Kirchlef; Hasrat Mahoni and the brothers 
All .are nationalists and that there was no rising when Ghandi 
was arrested. Everyone knows that local risings must end in 
defeat, because we have no arms and other war material at cur 
disposal.. Therefore, t_he boycott movement is important for us 
Commumsts, now and 111 t_he futur~. ~e know in India and Java 
that many fJf our commumsts are mclmed to proclaim the boycott 
movement 111 Java, perhaps because the communist mood created 
by the ~ussi~~ Revol.ution has passed over, and perhaps also 
~cause.m Bnhsh Ind1a the atmosphere was not ripe for commu
mst actwns capable of competing with the other movement. In 
any case, we are confronted with the question: should we or 
should we. not ~upport these tactics? And how far shall we go? 
Pan-I.slamJs'!l IS ~ long story. First of all 1 will deal with our 
expen~nces m India where we collaborate with the Islamists. We 
have m J~va a very large union comprising many. very poor 
peasants, VIZ. Saraka~ ~slam. Between 1912 and 1916 this union 
h~d mo!e th~n one million members. Until 1920 we collaborated 
Wtth this u!lwn. Our Party, consisting of 13,000 members, went 
to the Nahon~l Asse!Dbly and carried on propaganda. In 1921 
~e succ~eded 111 ~akmg Sarakat Islam adopt our program, and 
It went mto the VIllages agitating for the control of production 
and for the watchword: "All power to the poor peasants and to 
the proletariat." Thus, we carried on the same propaganda as 
our Communis! Party. <;>nly someti.mes under another name. 
Howeyer, a split occurred m 1921, ow111g to the tactless criticism 
?f the leaders of the Sar~kat I_slam. The government, through 
Its agents, made use of this spht, and also of the decision of the 
Second Co!lP"ress of the Communist International to fight against 
Pan-lslam1sm. The government agents said to the simple 
peasants that the Communists did not only want to create a split 
am~mg them, but also that they wanted to. destroy their religion. 
This was too. much for a simple Moslem peasant. The peasant 
thought to h1mself that he had already lost everything in this 
world, and that he was !lot willing to lose heaven as well. Such 
was the m?od of these Simple minded people, and the government 
prop~gandists and agents made good use of it. Thus we have 
a spht. 

_The S~~a~at Isl~mists believe in our propaganda. They 
are ~1th !-IS wtth thetr stomachs".,. but w!th their hearts they 
rema111 ~1th the Sarai':at Islam,-wrth their heaven, which we 
cannot gwe them. Therefore, they boycotted our meetings and 
we could not carry on propaga~da any l?nger. In the begi~ning 
of last year we made efforts aga111 to get 111to contact with Sarakat 
Islam. \Ye said at our Congress in December 1921 that the 
Moslem~ 111 the Caucasus and other countries which worked with 
the. Sovu;ts. and struggled against international capitalism know 
t~etr rehgwn much better, and we also said that they are at 
hberty to carry on propaganda for their religion. but that this 
must not be done at meetings but in the Mosques ' 

We have been asked at public meetings if we were Mos
lems or not, and if we believe in God. My answer to this has . 
been that whee. I stand before God, I am a Moslem, but when 
I stand before men _I am not a Moslem, because God said that 
there are many devtls among men. Thus we inflicted a defeat 
on tpeir leaders with the Koran in our hands, and at our ·last 
years Congress we compelled the leaders of the Sarakat Islam 
thr?ugh their own members, to collaborate. When a generai 
stnke broke out last year, they needed us as the railwaymen 
were under our leadership. As the Sarak~t-Islam leaders had 
expressed their willingness to work with us, they were obliged 
to help us. We went to them and said: Your God is all-powerful 
but he has also said that on this earth the railwaymen are mor~ 
powerful. The railwaymen are God's Executive Committee in this 
world. Ho~ever, this docs not solve the question, and if we have 
another split, we may be sure that the government agents will be 
there agam with their Pan-Islamism. Therefore, this question of 
Pan-Islamism is very important. 

It is also very important to understand the meanincr of 
Pan-Islamism. Once it had an historic meaning and meant "'that 
Islam must conquer the whole world with the sword, and that this 
must be achieved by a Holy War under the leadership of the 
Caliph who must be of Arabran descent. About forty years after 
the death of Mahomat the Mohamedans were split into three great 
States, and thus the Holy War lost its significance for the entire 
Mohamedan World, for it was no longer necessary to fight in the 
name of God for the Caliphate and the conquest of the world, 
because the Western secular Caliph of Spain said: I am the true 
Caliph, I must carry the banner. The Caliphs of Egypt and 
Bagdad said the same. Thus, Pan-Islamism has lost its original 
meaning, and means now something quite different. At present 
Pan-Islamism is a nationalist liberation struggle, because Islam 
for the Moslems is everything: not only religion, but also the State, 
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the economic system, the food, in . fact everything. Thus 
Pan-Islamism now means the fratermty of all Mohamedan 
peoples and the liberation not only of the Arabian, but also the 
Indian, Javanese and all other oppressed Mohame~an people~. 
This fraternity is called the ~iberahon struggle agam~t the B~l
tish. French, and Jtalion capit<~_Jtsts, consequently .as:ran~st wor!d 
capitalism. Such is the meanmg of Pan-Islamism m India 

among the oppressed colonial peoples for which secret propa
ganda is being carried on. This is our new task, and just as we 
are willing to support the na tiona! war, we shall also support 
the liberation struggle of the very active and energetic 250 million 
Mohamedans who are subject to the imperialist Powers. There
fore, I ask once more If we should support Pan-lslamism in this 
sense, and in how far we are to support it. 

Zinoviev's Reply 
"Comrades, you will allow me to discuss in some detail 

the question of Workers' Government. It is not yet quite clear 
to me whether there are serious differences of opinion with regard 
to this question, whether this question has been completely venti
lated, or whether a good deal of our differences were caused by 
variations in terminology. Iri the course of the Congress, and 
during the working out of the resolution on tactical questions, 
with which we shall deal after the question of the Russian Revo
lution, this will become clear. I think, comrades, that the question 
will be mac\e clear if I express myself as follows: it is clear to 
us that every bourgeois government is a capitalist government. 
It is hard to imagine a bourgeois government-the mule of the 
·bourgeois class-which is not at the same time a capitalist go
vernment. But I fear that one cannot reverse that saying. Every 
working class government is not a proletarian government; not 
every workers' government is a socialist government. 

This contrast is radical. It reveals the fact that the bour
geoisie have their outposts within our class, but that workers have 
not their outposts within the capitalist class. It is impossible for 
us to have our outposts n the camp of the bourgeoisie. 

Every bourgeois Government is a capitalist Government, 
and even many Workers' governments' can be bourgeois Govern-· 
ments according to their social composition. I think that the 
main point is: there are Workers' Governments and Workers' 
Governments.. I belive that one can imagine four kinds of 
Workers' Governments, and even then we will not have exhausted· 
ihe possibilities. You can have a Workers' Government which~ 
according to its composition, would be a Liberal Workers' Go
vernmeiit, for example, the Australian Labour Government; and 
several of our Australian comrades say t.hat the term Workers' 
Government is incorrect because in Australia we have had such 
Workers' Governments of a bourgeois nature. These were 
really Workers' Governments, but their composition was of a 
purely Liberal character. They were bourgeois Workers' Go
vernments, if one may so term them. 

Let us take this example. · The general elections are taking 
place in England. It is not probable, but one may well accept in 
theory, as a po!isibility, that a Workers' Government will be 
elected, which will be similar to the Australian Labour Govern
ment, and will be of Liberal composition. This Liberal Workers' 
Government in England can, under certain circumstances, consti
tute the starting point of revolutionizing the situation. That could 
well happen. But by itself, it is nothing more than a Liberal 
Workers' Government. We, the Communists, now vote in Eng
land for the Labor Party. That is the same as voting for a 
Liberal Workers' Government. These· are absolutely the right 
tactics. Why? Because this objective would be a step forward; 
because a Liberal government in England would disturb the 
equilibrium, and would extend the bankruptcy of capitalism. We 
have seen in Russia during the Kerensky regime how the posi
iion of capitalism was smashed, despite the fact that the Liberals 
were the agents of capitalism. Plekhanov, in the period from 
February to October 1917, . called the Mensheviks, semi-Bols
heviks. We said that this was an exaggeration; they are not 
semi-Bolsheviks, but just quarter-Bolsheviks. We said this be
cause we were at war with them, and because we saw their 
treachery to the proletariat. Objectively, Plekhanov was rgiht. 
Objectively, the menshevik government was best adapted to inake 
a hash of capitalism, by making its position impossible. Our 
Party, which was then fighting the mensheviks, would not and 
could not see this. The parties stood arrayed for conflict. Under 
such conditions, we can only see that they are traitors to the 
working class. They are not opponents of the bourgeoisie, but 
when, for a period, they hold the weapons of the bourgeoisie in 
their hands, they make certain steps which are objectively· against 
the bourgeois state. Therefore, in England, we support the 
Liberal Workers' Government and the Labor Party. The English 
bourgeoisie are right when they say that the workers' govern
ment will start with Clynes and finish in the hands of the 
Left Wing. 

That is the first type of a possible Workers' Government. 
. The second type is that of a Socialist Government. . One 

an 1magine that the United Social Democrat!c Party, in Ger-

many, forms a purely socialist government. That would also be 
a Workers' Government, a Socialist Government-with the word
Socialist-of course in inverted commas. One can easily imagine 
a situation where we would give such a government certain con
ditional credit, a certain conditional support. One can imagine a 
Socialist government as being a first step in the revolutionizing 
of the situation. 

A third type is the so-called Coalition government; that 
is, a government in which Social-Democrats, Trade Union leaders, 
and even perhaps Communists, take part. One can imagine such 
a possibility. Such a goverment is not yet the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, but it is perhaps a starting point for the dictatorship, 
When all goes right, we can kick one social-democrat after 
another out of the government until the power is in the hands 
of the Communists. This is a historical possibility. 

fourthly we have. a Workers' Government which is really 
a workers' goverment-that is a Communist Workers' Govern
ment, which is the true Workers' Government. I believe that this 
fourth possibility is a pseudonym for dictatorship of the prole
tariat, that it is truly a Workers' Government ln the true sense 
of the .word. But this by no means exhausts the question. There 
can be a fifth or sixth type, aud they can all be excellent starting 
points for a broader revolutionizing of the situation. 

I fear that in seeking for a strictly scientific definition, we 
overlook the political significance of the term. I do not care for 
hair splitting about a scientific definition, but I am concerned 
about not confusing the revolutionarr. definition. The bourgeoisie 
will not give up its power voluntanly; it will resist with all its 
might. The question is to consider all eventualities within the 
perspective of the world revoiution and civil war. One should 
never forget that, outside the Labor parties, there stands a bour
g_eoisie which for hundreds of years has been in power, am\ 
wbich will exert every effort to r•in this power. 

Therefore, in order to construct a Workers' Government 
in the revolutionary senseJ one must overthrew the bourgeoisie; 
and that is the inost important." We must not forget that we 
have here to distinguish between two things: (1) Our methods 
of agitation; how we can best speak to the simple workers, how 
we can enable them best to understand the position. for that 
purpose, I believe the slogan of a "Workers' Government" is best 
adapted. (2) How will events develop historically, in what 
concrete forms will the revolution manifest itself? And all 
rambling discussions over slogans are worth nothing. We ·will 
now slightly raise the curtain of history. 

How will the revolution proceed? We will attempt all 
ways: through the workers' government, through a coalition go
vernment, and through a civll war. But all prophesies are out 
of place here. The revolution will probably come quite differently 
from the way we imagme it. We have already seen this in the 
Russian Revolution. five years ago it was believed that the 
blockade, the .famine etc., would force us to surrender. We fore
saw all sorts of eventualities, except the eventuality of the new 
economic policy, except the victory of the revolution. The situa
tion varies in each country. The revolution will probably come 
quite differently in Germany and in England. This does not 
mean that, as conscious revolution:sts, we should not iry to peep 
behind ihe curtain. We are -thinking beings, the leaders of the 
working class. We must look at the question from all sides. It 
is nevertheless difficult to make any prediction. If we now look at 
the slogan of the workers' government from this new standpoint, 
as a concrete road to the realization of ihe proletarian revolution, 
we may doubt whether the world revolution must necessarily pass 
through the stage of the workers' government. Our friend Radek 
said yesterday that the workers' government is a possible inter
mediary step to the dictatorship of the proletariat. I agree, it 
is a possibility, or more exactly an exceptional possibility. This 
does not mean that the slogan of the workers' government is not 
good. It is a , good instrument of agitation where the relation 
of forces makes it possible. But if we put ibis question: is the 
workers' government a necessary step towards the revolution?, 
I must answer that this is not a question that we can solve here. 
It is a way, but the least probable of all. In countries with a 
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highly developed bourgeois class, the proletariat can conquer 
power by force alone, through civil war. In such a case an inter
mediary step is not to be thought of. It might take place, but it 
is useless to argue here about it. All thaj is necessary is that we 
see clearly all the possible ways towards the revolution. The 
workers' government may be nothing more than a liberal labor 
government, as it might be in England and in Australia. Such 
a workers' government can also be useful to the working class. 
The agitation for a workers' government is wise, we may gain 
many advantages therefrom. But in no case must we forget 
our revolutionary prospects. l have here a beautiful article by 
the Czecho-Slovak minister Benisch. I will read you a passage. 

The "Tschas", organ of minister Benisch, writes, on Sep
tember 18: "The Communist Party is building the United front 
of the workers on a slogan of a fight against unemployment. 

"We cannot deny that the communists are clever. They 
know how to present to the workers the same thing under diffe
rent forms. for instance, some time ago, the communists began 
a campaign for the formation of Soviets. When they saw that 
this campaign was unsuccessful, they stopped their agitation, but 
resumed it a year and a half later under the mask of United 
Front committees. The United Front of the proletariat might 
become a tremendous force." 

This bourgeois is right, I believe. We communists who 
deal with the masses intellectually enslaved by the bourgeoisie, 
must make all efforts to enlighten our class. I have said that a 
workers' government might be .in reality a bourgeois govern
ment; but there might appear a workers' government with real 
revolutionary tendencies. It is our duty to enlighten in all ways 
the more receptive sections of the working class. But the contents 
of our declaration must always remain the same. 

Another thing, comrades, Soviet Government does not 
always mean dictatorship of the proletariat. far from it. A 
soviet government existed for eight months in Russia parallel 
with the Kerensky government, but this was not a dictatorship 
of the proletariat. Nevertheless, we defended the slogan of· the 
Soviet Government; an we only gave it up for a very short time. 

This is why I believe that we can adopt the policy of the 
workers' government with a peaceful heart, under the only 
condition that we do not forget what it really amounts to. -Woe 
to us if we ever allow the suggestion to creep up in our propa
ganda that the workers' government is a necessary step, to be 
achieved peacefully as a period of semi-organic construction 
which may take the place of the civil war, etc. If such views 
exist among us, we must combat them ruthlessly; we must educate 
the .working class Ly way of telling them: Yes, dear friends, to 
establish a workers' government the bourgeoisie must be first 
overthrown and defeated. . · 

This is the most important part of the slogan. We will 
Bay to the workers: Do you want a workers' government, if so, 
well and good, we are ready to come to an agreement even with 
tl;le social-democrats, thougli we warn you that they are going to 
betray you; we .favor a workers' government, but under the one 
condition that you be ready to fight with us against the bour
geoisie.. If this is your wish, then we will take up the fisrht 
against the bourgeoisie; and if the workers government results 
from the struggle, it will stand on sound principles, and will be 
a real beginning to the dictatorshipp of the rroletariat. There is 
no question here of the word pseudonym, leave this word to 
Comrade Meyer; but we must draw a sharp line in this question. 
;It is no way a strategic move likely to replace civil war. The 
!International must ado}>! the right tactics, but there are no 
tactics by means of wh1ch we cottld outwit the bourgeoisie and 
'~!ide smoothly into the realm of a workers' government. The 
mtportant thing is that we overthrow the bourgeoisie, after which 
,various forms of the workers' government may be established. 

' ~n England in the given situation, a government may have 
revolutwnary effects, and thereforce we will support it even if 
it be of a limite~, ~e1:1shevik-liberal nature. But _in doing so we 

·by no means avoid CIVll war. As a matter of fact 1t would be civil 
war only in anorther form which may become even more cruel 
than any other. The existence of such a workers' government 
does not mean the avoidance of civil war. We know that just 
such a menshevik-liberal government may oppose us more cruelly 
than a bourgeois government; Noske and our own mensheviks 
have given sufficient proof of this, This is why I say that this 
slogan may be a good means of agitation when we understand 
w~ll its revolutionary possibilities: for instance, take the slogan 
aavanced by Blum and Frossard in france. The Executive is 
responS!ible for this. We had proposed this slogan in the course 
of our discussions. But it was premature in france. Why? 

Because, on account of the tr.aditions of the ~arty, the slogan was 
understood as a pure parliamentary combmation. Some have 
said: Y~s, Blum-Fr?s~ard's slo~an w~s a good thing. Others 
have satd: yes, but It 1s not easily achteved. The Executive was 
theoretically right when it said that the slogan of the workers' 
g~vern~ent ~ust not be rejected. It was a possibility, it con
tamed reyoluhonary prospects, but in france, under the circum
stances, tt was premature. If we had based our united action 
on the eight-hour day, we might have had better tesults. As it 
was, some comrades at once grew suspicious, and rumors were 
soon set afloat of the unification of the parties, etc. We must 
take the facts as they are. Some of our friends of the Left have 
perhaps been guilty of exaggeration. If I am not mistaken, it 
was Comrade Souvarine who said that there was a time in Russia 
when a Lenin-Martov Government was contemplated. This is 
not true. Such possibility never came up in Russia. We must not 
forget that with the fall of Czarism, the overthrow of the bour
~eoisie was also half .accompli~hed. The february Revolution, 
md~ed, .was a bourgems revolutwn; but it was not wholly hour
gems\ 1t was already then a great popular revolution which 
contamed the seed of the October Revolution. Soldiers' Soviets 
had been ot:ganized from the very first day; soviets which were 
not to be disbanded after a few months as Noske had done in 
Germany, b1;1t such as began the fight against Kerensky from the 
very begmmng. 

At such a time when the menscheviks formed a kind of 
~econdary government, the slogan of a workers' government was 
m place. As we know this led to no positive results. The civil 
war was not avoided. We did not form an alliance with Martow 
but with the Left wing Social-Revolutionaries who represented 
the revolutionary peasantry. In this sense, the slogan was 
justified. But to attempt the same thing in france, and to say 
that this was the same as a Martov-Lenin government, was a 
wrong appreciation of the situation. 

Even our best comrades have made mistakes in the appli
cation of this policy. I do not believe that this Congress, after 
the work of the commissions has been accomplished will reject 
the slogan of the workers' govern*lent. This slogan is in
disputably correct as a means to approach the masses. It is only 
a quenstion of knowing how to apply it. It contains the same 
dangers as the United Front. When one speaks of government, 
one naturally thinks of Parliamentary combinations, with a distri
bution of cabinet seats, etc. We shall meet even greater difficul
ties here than in the application of the United Front. But this 
is no reason why we should reject it, as our french comrades 
have proposed. They say: "Our Party is too weak, we can do 
nothing with it". If your Party is too weak, you must strengthen 
it. If you cannot swim, jump .into the water, and you will learn 
quickly enough. We point out the dangers of the policy so that 
we may be able to meet them. In this period of apathy through 
which we are passing the danger of opportunist infection is great. 
Comrade Radek was right when he. said that the danger now 
threatens from the Right; the six sessions which we have already 
held must have convinced you of this. 

We must adopt a rigid line of conduct in this question. We 
must say to our comrades: "Yes, Workers' Governments are all 
well and good, but first of all we must overthrow the bour
geoisie"; for that purpose, we need weapons, we must be or
ganized, we must have the majority of the working class. We 
must see clearly that we have a hard fight before us, that victory 
cannot be achieved without such a fight. With this I believe I 
may bring this part of my closing speech to an end. 

I shall now dwell upon the most important parties, follo
wing the same order as in my first speech. 

Accordingly, I shall begin with Germany. Comrade 
fischer, who after all appeared much less terrible than some 
would_ have imagined reproached us by saying that the 1_'hird 
Congress had not had a wh<Jlly good influence upon the German 
Party. This accusation she should have advanced against the 
Third, but not the fourth Congress. However, we are the 
successors of the Third Congress, and we stand ready to render 
account, I do not believe that the reproach was justified. We do 
not need to exaggerate and say that we have saved the German 
Party. H is not we who have saved it, but the German prole
tariat itself. Some say that the Levi question was not correctly 
handled. Permit me to say that this is not so. Do not forget 
that during the Third Congress even the best militants were 
doubtful on this question. 

This same doubt prevailed among our Russian delegates. 
Some, of them thought that after all Levi is a clever fellow. Per
haps he can settle the question better than we can. It appeared 
however that this task and the duty of the Third Congress was 
to see that Levi be the only one to pass over to Noske, or at least 
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that he go in very small company. Geyer and co!llpany are not 
of much, importance. •We let him have. them willmgly, and a 
few more with them. But the danger existed that he could take 
away with him part of our Party. In this matter the . Thi.nl 
Congress has given a certain amount of. assistat:tce to our Parties 
and has enabled them to take up the nght attitude and to save 
the best elements for the revolution. Thus, in this respect com
rade Ruth Fischer was somewhat in the wrong. 

As to the Rathenau affair, Comrade Radek already 
emphasized that we regard this pat:t of. her criticism as j~stifi~d. 
At the time of the Rathenau assassmallon, we sent a confidential 
communication to the German Party when the action had already 
begun, expressing to our Central Organization in Germany our 
opinion on this matter. 

With your permission, I will put beiore you a few quo
tations from this leiter. The letter is dated June 18th, and was 
therefore written when the fight was at its height: 

"As to the attitude of the Party, we have followed as much 
as possible all that is going on in Germany. We have read your 
report very. carefully a~d are grat~ful to you for the d~tails _which 
it contains. The taches of the f1rst days, as descnbed 111 the 
"Rote Fahne" are, in our opinion weak. One should not adopt 
as a slogan: the republic! the republic! _in a situation such as 
this. One should on the contrary put evident proof before the 
masses from the very first that the present Germany is a republic 
without republicans. One should show to the wide working 
masses which are less concerned about the republic than about 
their e'conomic interests that the bourgeois republic, far from 
being a guarantee for the class interest of the proletariat, is on 
the contrary the best weapon for the oppression of the working 
masses in the present situation. We must not blow the horn 
together with the Social Democrats and the U.S. P. The Indepen
dence of our agitation work should never, never, never, be 
sacrificed to the United Front policy. This is for you a condition 
sine qua non. We are willing to negotiate with the S. P. D. and 
the U.S. P., but not as poor relations, but as an independent 
power, retaining its own character an~ putting be~ore the. ma~ses 
the full program of the Party". I believe that this guestion 1.s a 
sufficient proof that we warned our German Party ill good t1me 
.:ll;raiust this weak point of the Rathenau campaign. We went 
even further than that, for we asked if the German Party could 
not ta!'e up a more energetic attitude. Of course, it did not be
hove us to tell the German Party that it should at once begin an 
action, declare a strike etc. This kind of thing must be decided 
upon by the Party itself. We did however, raise the question of 
the 1;ossibility of an immediate, independent and energetic action 
by our Party. I am convinced, as far as I can judge the situation, 
that there was no possibility for such action; it would have re
sultd in nothing but bloodshed. The Central Committee did not 
commit such a mistake, and in spite of many shortcomings, it 
made the best of the situation. 

A few more words about the Berlin organization. I forg-ot 
to mention in my first report that we had during this penod 
a little disagreement with the Berlin organization, which to a 
certain extent found some expression in the press. Comrades, 
I am sure that I am expressing the mind of the entire Executive 
by saying that this conflict was a very painful incident, and that 
we are anxious to avoid even the shadow of a conflict. The Exe
cutive is well aware of the weak points of some of our local 
organizations. The Berlin, the Paris, and even the Petrograd, 
Moscow and many other organizations have their weak points. 
It cannot be said that the Circus BlllSCh campaign was a brilliant 
feature of the activity of our Berlin organization. However, 
we know that it is a proletarian organization, and we did not 
want to have it interpreted as if there was cause for continous 
friction. As far as we are able to judge this matter, no serious 
difference of opinion exists, and if there is any difference, it is 
very slight and likely to occur in any organization. At the time 
we invited the Berlin comrades to come here, in order to settle 
this little matter as quickly as possible. We did not succeed 
in this. I cannot help emphasizing this at the Congress, in 
order to get rid of this incident once and for all. We are 
convinced that the Berlin organization will be generally of the 
greatest use to the Party. 

I should like to say just a few more words in connection 
~ith Com~ade Fischer's speech. Comrade Fischer, your speech 
(If Y?U will allow me to say so) was conspicuous for having 
combmed many correct statements with a number of incorrect 

. ones. This is, of course, not very serious, and it can so to 
speak, happen in the best families. You said for instan'ce that 
the S. P. D. captured the U.S. P. through the United Front 
illusion. This Is not so; you flatter the U.S. P. The latter 
was not captured, it rather wished to be captured. And this is 
precisely what we must tell the German workers. The fact 'tftat 

the U.S. P. wanted to be captured, is a matter of political im
portance. It looked for the n""ht moment to b:e captured, in fact 
it threw istelf into the embrace of the S. P. D. 1 his fact is 
very important, and will assist us in bringing back the workers 
of the U.S. P. into the rigl1 t fold. You were also guilty of 
exaggerations when you said that weeks were wasted in nego
tiatwns with the other leading organizations. It is true the 
negotiations were rather protracted, but they certainly did not 
last as long as that. If I am not mistaken, they only took up 
one week of our time. However, it is easy to make mistakes 
in such small matters, :,- :! not much harm was den e. 

The German comrades, particularly in private conver
sation, told me that I had painted the situation of the German 
Party in too roseate colours, whereas not everything there .was 
really so bright. Now, Corr.rades, since many other delegates 
have reproached me in the opposite sense, it is reasonable to 
assume that it was not so bad if I depicted the situation of a 
Party in too favourable terms. It is nevertheless a fact that it 
takes other Parties many months' discussion to solve such 
problems as have already been solved by the German Party. 
After the affair of the March days, after the Rathenau campaign, 
after the discussion which we have had in the German Party, it 
may be stated without exaggeration that the Party in Germany 
has triumphed over the greatest difficulties and is on the way to 
becoming a real and earnest Communist Party fully capable of 
manoeuvring, which will soon bring about decisive events in Ger
many, perhaps much sooner than many of us and of our German 
comrades themselves imagine. This I say not by way of com
pliment, but because I am fully convinced of it. 

Now I turn to our French comrades. I regret to observe 
that not all shades of opinion in the Communist International 
have found full expression in the debate. Many remained silent, 
and this was not praiseworthy. Comrade Duret was perfectly 
right when he said that whenever the boys of the Left Wing have 
something on their minds, they promptly say it openly, and at 
times with excessive candour. This is a good trait of the Left; 
but the· other comrades who sit a little further to the Right are 
persistenly silent, and this is bad. On considering what has been 
said in this hall one cannot help seeing that a Centrist semi
democratic mood is present in the ranks of the Communist Inter
national, or at least in its close vicinity. 

Comrade Duret said that the masses in Germany are 
organized and in France they a:re not, that the United Front is 
applicable to Germany, but not to France. Comrade Duret 
should be told that be entirely ignores t1he real significance of 
the idea of winning over the majority of the workers. It is 
certainly a loose mass, like the sand on the sea-shore. This is 
our handicap. We must combine this loose mass and mould it, 
and this is much easier to do in France, just because the move
ment there has no trad1tions. In Germany, the worker, in 
order to change his membership card, has to undergo quite a 
big internal struggle. That is not the case in France. At 
the very beginning of the Communist International we said 
that the Social Democracy is the greatest obstacle to the revolu
tion. It can be argued -that the stronger the Social Democracy, 
the more difficult it is to organize the United Front. You in 
France are lucky that social-democracy has not been so strong. 
It is for this very reason that you wil:l succeed more readily, if 
you will but .prosecute a truly revolutionary policy, if you will 
build up a truly Communist Party. It was further said, that 
iu France the United Front was Immediately interpreted as an 
electoral combination for politica~ purposes. Perhaps, that is 
so. But why did you not start in the &phere of trade unionism, 
w!hy not in the economic field? 1n both of these fields there 
is no possibility of opposition in principle. The only opposi
fiion in principle comes from comrade Bordiga, but he is wrong:. 
Why did you not take up the question of the eight-hour day?, 
Now you come and tell us that your Party is too weak, etc. 
You are too weak because you have misconstrued this question. 

In this connection I would like to say a word or two 
in regard to Comrade Rosmer, in order to conclude with the 
French question. This morning he quoted my words to the effect 
that a party that was not active lin the trade unions was not to 
be taken seriously and that a party which did not understand 
the trade union movement as a revolutionary movement is also 
not to be taken seriously. Rosmer said he agreed with the 
first proposHion but he did not agree with the second one. He 
thought we should take .into consideration the objective difficulties 
which were quite insurmountable. Nevertheless I must insist 
that it is a very important quesHon; the trade union movement 
lis the present time movement. No doubt, there are objective 
difficulties which should by no means be under-estimated. For 
instance, the Shop Stewards Movement in England has in many 
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places gone to sleep, which goes to show that a revolutionary 
mass movement had not arisen in that country. But we must 
see quile clearly t~at when there is a real rev?lutionary P!lriY 
it is bound to bnng about such a movement . m a short tui~:e. 
I am firmly convinced that when our Party Ill Germany "Y'Ill 
become sound it will within six months achieve the begmmng 
o! a seTious imde union movement. Strikes take place; we have 
the strikes at Le Havre which wave lasted for three or four 
months. At Le Havre t-h~ masses weTe almost unorganized. The. 
Party did nothing in the beginning. In· the !ace of such ·~trikes 
as these it is quite possible for. a Party. l~k~ ours, havmg: a 
eentral organ with 200,000 sub~cnhers, to 1mhate .a trade umon 
movement in a short space of bme. I therefore thmk we sh?u~d 
fight shy oi such weak-kneed elements who always say: Alas, 1t IS 
difficult, there are obstacles. Of course there ar~ obstacles, but 
a great deal depends on ourselves. Therefore I Hunk that I ought 
to insist on my second proposition. 

There is yet another thing I would like to emphasize in 
the speech of Comrade Duret. He said t·hat after the split of the 
Centre there was a danger of some ~~ them c?ming over to ~s 
and swamping us. In this he was nght. It _1s. because of ih1s 
that we rejected them when they wanted to ]01!1 u~. But they 
joined among themselves and declaTed: ~e are for!llmg our own 
International. That was the 2Y. lnternahonal. Ftrst there was 
a sp1it, now there is a junction of the majority of these elemen.ts 
with the 2nd International, but a part of these gentlemen w1ll 
knock at .our door, and we will then have to be careful to keep 
the door shut tight and flourish the 21 conditions once more be 
fcre their noses. We may even have to say then: These 21 
conditions do not suffice for these fellows! We may have to 
present to them 42 conditions. . Otherwise all tht;S~ fellows ~11 
sneak in, ;:.nd tomorrow we shall have the same cns1s over agam. 

I now come to the situation in Italy. 
This .in particular has been the painful side of the whole 

«~I our discussion. One feels convinced that the Party led by 
Bordiga is at bottom a sound workers' Party, a revolutionary 
workers' Party which has accomplished a great deal of good, 
and yet one is often constrained to combat them theoretically and 
polihcally. This is the painful side. But Party duty compels us 
to tackle this painful matter. Comrade Bordiga started by 
arguing against our thesis of winning the majority of the working 
class. He said that it was a vague formula, that one could not 
understand what is really meant by it, and he demanded that we 
etrike out of the resolution all reference to winning a majority 
of the working class. 

This was the subject of the first fight between Comrade 
Lenin and Comrade Terracini. I must confess to having felt a 
sort of pity for Terracini at the time, it seemed to me that 
Com-rade Lenin had· handled him somewhat too roughly. It 
seemed impossible that these people could really be in opposition 
to_ the maJority. Meanwhile the Fascisti have been victorious; 
the Italian Soc1alist Party is broken up, and a multitude of other 
events of world ~mportance have taken place. Yet even now 
Comrade Bordiga gets up on the platform and says: the majority 

· is a vague formula. I must now confess that Lenin was right. 
These people were apparently afraid of the majority. Bordiga 
quite seriously put the question: how shall the majority be 
counted? In our resolution it was stated that we should bring the 
majority of the working class under the influence of the com
munists. How shall we know that we have won the majority? , 
We wil} not call in a chartered accountant for the purpose. We 
will not even ask Comrade Bordliga to find for us a suitable 
Italian notary or a witness furnished by Mussolini to certify that 
C.ommunism has the majority in Italy. I believe that the trade 
unions should be the first standard to go by; also other standards 
would be found to indicate to us when we have won the majo· 
l"ity. This does not mean to say that we should postpone our 
fighting until we have organized the majority of the workers. 
This is considered by Bordi·ga as a sort of bargain-hunting. He 
labors under the impression, that today t•he Executive faces 
towards the Right, and tomorrow towards the Left. This I must 
say is an error which should be eradicated. If this is nof done, 
th~ Party is simply lost. How can the Party start work without 
possessing the requisite energy, without being conscious of its 
principal aims? T'his is surely not a vague formula. Bord~ga 
tal:~s exception to my statement that some Parties have increased 
their influence, although remaining weak numerically. Never
theless it is a fact The whole thing lies in the question of 
in!luence. To organize the majority of the workers immediately 
is a maHer of impossibility; it will be possible only alter the 
~nques_t of power by the pro~etariat. Even. in Russia, only now, 
m the fift'h year of the revolution do we cla1m to have organized 
the majority. In other countries it cannot yet be thought of. But 
the Communist Party can secure infh1ence over the majority now. 
Yes, there a.re parjies :which ar~ ~ckw!P'J:i !Oillleriqt]Ir, !l,though 

they have ~engthened their influence. I will quote to you an 
instance of a distant country, New South Wales. There we had 
a Party which numbered 500 members. After we had acc~oted it 
into the Communist International, it increased its membe, ship to 
~mewhere between .900 and 1000. But this small Pa, ty has 
Drought the trade un1ons of that country-a quarter of a million 
worke~s-completely i!lto the Pro~intern,· wilh great discipline 
and With great enthus1asm. T-h1s IS a good example. We will 
not say: please organize the majority. We know too well how 
to value the initiative of the minority. It 1s certainly a splendid 
group of 500 workers that has managed to influence 250,000 
workers. 

It all amounts to a real determination by Communists 
to gain influence over the majority. Bordi~a wanted to know, 
for ~hat purpose we were to win the maJority for the Com-
mums! program. . 

We are also in favor of winning them over for the revo
lution. However, if Comrade Domsky thinks that all the 
230,000 workers in South Wales have read Bukharin's program, 
and will read all the projects of Comrades Thalheimer and 
Kabakchiev he is very much mistaken. The workers know very 
well what they want. 1 hey want to overcome the bourgeoisie,. 
and that is enough for them for the present. 

Just a few words more about the Italian trade unions. 
I read lately an article which was probably written by Comrade 
Terracini. He deals with the Fascist trade union movement. 
The Fascisti are establishing all over Italy their own trade 
unions,-a new and very important phenomenon. They want 
to become a mass organization. As to the attitude of the workers, 
in can be illustrated by the following example. In one large 
factory the owner dismis,sed all the workers and declared that 
henceforth he will take none but Fascist workers. After a little 
consideration the workers obtained Fascisti cards and were taken 
on again. Soon alter, an election of the factory committee took 
place in this factory, with the result that the Fascisti obtained one 
per cent of the votes, while an overwhelming majority of those 
elected were Communists. This was a very clever move on the 
part of ihe working masses, who had a very good idea of what 
really was at stake. They said to themselves, we will procure 
the cards in order to avoid brutal treatment, but we will neve-:-
theless remain revolutionary. But we must consider what we 
must do while the Fascisti are capturing or organizing trade 
unions. It goes without saying that we must penetrate into 
Fascisti trade unions in order to win them over to our side. 
And yet what do we see? Our comrade publishes an article in 
which he explains the nature of Fa,scism, syndicalism, and the 
dictatorship of the proletariat. '"(he article is full of very clever, 
arguments, only one thing is missing: the soul, the live masses, 
the only things which we shou1d say and bring into the trade 
unions in order to overcome the bourgeoisie. The only necessary 
idea was mis,sing in this article, and therefore the watchwo-rd/ 
was sti1lborn. This is just an illustration of what is really wrong 
with our otherwise splendid and brave Italian Communist Party. 

I am coming now to the Poles and to the speech of our 
Comrade Domsky. I cannot quite forgive Comrade Domsky that 
he committed a grave political error already before the Third 
Congress. It was Domsky who during the Russo-Polish war 
wrote an article which contained the following passage: "To 
bring the Red Army and the bayonets of the Soviet Government 
to Poland is not a communist policy." He adopted, at first in 
a letter and subsequently in the "Rote Fahne", an attitude which 
we termed at the time as the most genuine of nationalism. Every 
proletarian with any common sense will admit that in the event 
of the bourgeoisie of one country holding down the proletariat 
with bayonets, the latter will be only too glad if a red army, be 
it a Hungarian, Italian or even French red army came to its 
assistance. This would be the opinion of every worker. Of 
course Comrade Domsky is not a nationalist. This was only a 
small remnant of the past which many a comrade of ours imibibed 
with his mother's milk, it is a remnant of the P.P.S. ideology. 
The Polish intellectuals as a whole are afflicted with nationalism, 
even some of our best comrades are tinged with it. Comrade 
Domsky committed this error fifteen months ago. I am not 
saying this in order, so to speak, to demand his head. If he has 
something to teach us to-day, we are quite willing to learn, but 
nevertheless we will bear in mind that he has been guilty of the 
r olitical error. 

Now I am coming to the lesson which he taught us to-day.-
1 have already discussed what Comrade Dorns.ky said about the 
majority. We are perfectly aware that we have not yet the majo
rity in Poland. We cannot take the elections, recently conducted 
by Pilsudsky as a criterion. We know that Pilsudsky is an oppo
nent and that the bourgeoisie has falsified the election. We are 
perfectly aware of all this, but we also know that we are not very, 
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far from a majority. We have not got it yet, but we shall pro
bably have it in the very near future. 

He also said that the United Front was alright in all the 
other countries, but not in Poland. This is the same kind of 
ideology of which we had an example to-day. 

In all the other -:ountries the Executive may assume the 
role of a dictator and may apply the United ~~ont tactics_, but in 
my country it is a _different matter, the condi!JOns ~re different, 
and so is the workmg class and the Party. fo this I say that 
the United Front tactics are most suitable in a country like 
Poland I notice in the Central Organ of the P.P.S. in Warsaw 
a daily' colurrm with the heading: "Long live the Workers and 
Peasants' Government". What does this mean? It means ~!1at 
the watchword of the workers' government finds an echo in a_ll 
the sectons of the masses. You said that we carry on thiS 
demagogy because this watchword promises to be success~ul with 
working masses. Comrade Domsky says we must be agai!lst the 
workers if these watchwords are already so popular with the 
masses that even the social traitors are having them continually 
on their lips,-it is all the more reason for us to insist on the 
watchword of the United Front. We must keep the watchword 
continuously before the masses. We know that the Polish wor
kers and peasants are not in· favor of a bourgeois government, 
but that they are in favor of a workers' government. Therefore, 
although you are their representatives, we propose to work for 
a workers' government and a United Front. This shall be the 
slogan in-the agitational campaign. The situation in Poland has 
certain features of its own, but it is precisely for this reason that 
we want to apply the United Front tactics there more than any
where else. 

Now a few words about Norway. 
I said that there were twelve papers in Norway that call 

themselves Social Democratic, and Comrade Haakon-Meyer told 
·me quite maliciously that there were forty such papers. Pro
bably they all bear the title "Socialdemokrat". Our Party in 
Norway is strong, and therefore much is expected of it. When 
we heard the short statement by the young academician, we said 
at once to ourselves that the Comrades were mistaken. One sec
tion of the Mot-Dae group is good, but the other is not under the 
control of the Party. It comprises young academicians of whom 
it may be said that up to 25 years, they are rabid revolutionaries, 
at 26 they begin to change, and at 30 they are well established 
barristers and opponents of the working class. We are afraid 
of these academicians. Those who have really learned something, 
should accept the Party discipline and should go to the workers 
in order to help them in their struggle for emancipation. It 
cannot be tolerated that after having been eighteen months in the 
movement, they declare the Communist International not to be 
sufficiently independent. We must insist on coming to a very 
definite conclusion on the Norwegian question, and I trust that 
we shall succeed in this. 

Now a few more words adoubt Comrade Varga's speech. 
He showed very conclusively that it is better to eat one's fill than 
io be hungry, that bread is better than hunger and that the legend 
about the hunger must be done away with. 

But this is not the question, for firstly it was 
not a legend. It was a severe famine, so we had to tell the 
working class.- Things are now somewhat improved; and 
naturally we shall tell the working masses that the Russian 
toilers are no longer starving-! am in agreement with Com
rade Varga on this matter. We shall tell them that the position 
of the Russian worker is improving daily. We shall not rejoice 
overmuch, until it has become a definite fact. We shall go to the 
workers with facts and figures. Step by step, we shall ameliorate 
the condition of our workers; and then tell the workers of other 
lands of this. But this is not the matter in dispute, but 
something quite different. There is no longer hmine in Russia. 
nut we must admit that, in other countries, the dictatorship of the 
proletaria l may cause a famine. Shall we refuse to tell the 
workers this hitter truth? We cannot avoid it. We must tell the 
workers just how the matter stands. In Russia we had five ter
rible years; in other countries the period might be shorter. The 
dict:l'orship does not necessarily imply famine; this depends upon 
various factors. But in many lands It would be probably accom
panied by a famine. It would be opportunism and cowardice not 
to say this to the workers. We can't say to the workers, "To mor
row evervthing will be fine; you- will have meat and a good 
home", This would be laying ourselves open to attack by the re
icrmists. The quesFon is not whether I should tell the workers 
d other countries that there is no more famine in Russia; it is 
whether they will be visited by famine. They must be told this 
fearless'". And the worker knows what life is, he knows the ad
vance f'"t:ard of the working class must tell him this quite frankly. 

With this, comrades, I am practically_ at the end of my 
reply. I would just like to put one more question. Yesterday, 

Comrade Radek said that danger threatened us froin the Right 
and not from the. Left. I would like to emphasize these words, 
and express myself in full agreement with them. It is not a 
matter of the goodwill to the various comrades and groups, but 
it concerns the objective situation. We must see this clearly. 
Still worse times could come and so we shall strengthen the 
Communist International and maintain it as the advance guard 
of the proletariat, only in so far as we have a genuine inter
national organization which will fight every trace of opportunism, 
not merely with words but with deeds. Today, I said in a 
commission:-sometimes we hear ·from our friends that in 
principle, they are in agreement with all that the Execu~ive does. 
-That is how it always begins, so l quoted a few words from 
Bismark, who once said: "Whenever we old diplomats say we 
are for a thing in principle, we are against it in reality." We 
do not need this sort of thing in the Communist International. 
Whoever is against the tactics of the Communist International 
should now say so clearly. Whoever is for them, should be so 
with all his heart and soul. Then we shall build up a real 
Internaational, that will light up the obscurity of the world, such 
an International as will at the first opportuiuty lead the working 
class to battle and to victory. 

The Resolution 
of the IV. World Congress on the 

Report of the Executive 
"The Fourth World Congress of the Communist Inter

national wholly approves the politicall work of the Executive 
Committee of the Communiste International which during the 
fifteen months of activity has carried out the resolutions of the 
Third World Congress, and have applied them correctly in 
accordance with the special political conditions in each country. 

The Fourth Congress approves especially the .policy of the 
United Front as it has been forml11ated by the Executive 
Commi1tee in its thesis of December, 1921 and in other docu
ments of the Executive Committee relating to this question. 

The Fourth Congress of the Communist International 
approves the attitude of the Executive Committee on the crisis 
in the French Communist Party, on the working class movement 
of Italy, ·on the Communist Party of Norway, on the Communist 
Party of Czecho-Slovakia. Questions of practical details will 
be dealt with by special commissions whose resolutions will later 
be put before the Congress. With regard to what has happened 
in certain parties, the Fourth Congress, reminds the National 
Sections that the Executive Committee of the Comintern is the 
court of appeal for the whole Communist movement during the 
time between world congresses and that its decisions are binding 
upon all affiliated parties. It follows therefrom that any 
infringement of these resolutions on the grollild of a later 
appeal to the next · congress is an open breach of discipline. 
If the l,:omintern should allow such practice, all regular and 
unified activity of the Comintern will become impossible. 

In answer to the doubts of the Communist Party of 
France as to the application of par. 9 of the statutes of the 
Comintern, othe Fourth Congress answers that this par. 9 gives 
the Executive Committee of the Comintern the unquestionable 
right to expel from the Comintern, and therefore from the 
affiliated national section, any person or group which according 
to the view of the Executive Committee, are inimical to 
Communism. 

The Executive Committee of the Comintern is forced to 
make use of par. 9 every time a national party does not show 
the necessary energy and consideration for the protection of the
Party to expel non-Communist elements from its ranks. 

The Fourth Congress of the Cornintern reaffirms the 
21 Conditions laid down by the Second Congress of the 
Comintern and demands of the future Executive Committee that 
it enforce these most strictly. The Executive Committee of the 
Comintern must become more than ever an international organi· 
zation of the proletariat; it must ruthlessly combat all oppor
tunism; it must become ail organization based on the principle 
of the strictest democratic centralism." 

The resolution is adopted by a great majorit;'. 

--
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The Soviet of Workers, Peasants and 
Red Soldiers of Vladivostok to the 

Workers of the World. 
Comrades! From the shores of the Pacific Ocean, where 

the Red Soviet Flag flies, we send you our proletarian g~eetings. 
Today, after four unhappy years of Japanese intervenhon and 
the excesses of the Wh1ie Guards, the Soviet of Workers, 
Peasants and Red Soldiers, delivered from its enemies, has reas
sembled in the city of Vladivostok. The innumerable sacrifices 
of the Russian workers have not been in vain. After a bloody 
slruggle, the Red Army has .won the last piece of ~uss!an terri
tory which has hitherto been m the power of the em1ssane~ of the 
Japanese militarists; the J?fOple of V:ladivostock greet th~1r li?e
rators with enthus~asm; Wlth curses 1t has sped the reachonanes 
on their way in their cowardly flight. For the first time, a 
powerful Workers and Peasants' Army has paraded the .aotreets 
of the Free City with their victorious banner. This triumphant 
procession has shown the power of the working class of Soviet 
Russia and of the whole world: a class united and invincible. 
The appearance of this orderly army in the city aJxvtdoned only 
a few hours previously by the interventionists, has given the 
workers the assurance that the time of trial is over. After the 
departure of the interventionists and the capture of Vladivostok 
by the Red Army, there is no need longer of the provisional 
~tovernment of the Republic of the Far East, which was created 
111 1920 in order to prevent a collision between Soviet Russia 
which was still comparatively weak, and the belligerent Japanese 
imperialists. Comrades! you . know how, during these last two 
years, Soviet Russia has become strong; you know what successes 
1t has gained in the international field. You have seen how the 
delegates· of Soviet Russia have defended the interests of their 
Government at Genoa and at the Hague. You know the blows 
which the Japanese schemes of annexation received at the con
~erence of Dairen and Tchang-Tchun. Soviet Russia has built up 
its strength thanks to the unexampled enthusiasm, and by the 
exerti.on of the entire strength of the workers, her innumerable 
enemies have been defeated and her economic disorganization re
paired. The imperialist policy of Japan has been broken by the 
resistance of the Russian people, by the Japanese people them
selves, and by the pressure of those great Powers which are 
interested in hindering the growth of Japanese influence. The 
liberation of the Primur provinces signifies the definite reunion 
of all the scattered regions of Russia. The Japanese proletariat 
has proved itself conscious of its task, and has shown its resolute 
will to reunite the whole of the Primur region, devastated· by 
intervention and by the White bandits, with the home land of the 
revolutionary workers of Vladivostock. On the 5th November, 
in all the unions of Vladivostok, the election took place of·workers' 
delegates to the Soviet. The peasants and the Red Army also 
sent their delegates. The great day arrived on which we realized 
the dreams of all the exploited, of the disinherited and oppressed. 
This is not merely a victory for the workers and peasants of the 
Pacific coast and the workers of Russia. It is a victory for the 
:world proletariat. It is your victory, comrades, because from 
now on the Primur region will be an mtegral part of the Russian 
Socialist Federative Sovie.t Republic, the heart of the world 
revolution. From now on the principles of the world revolution, 
.the princibles of the October Revolution, will shed their light 
upon the towns and villages of the Primnr: region which, during 
long years, were steeped in the gloom of reaction. Accept our 

-greetings comrades, in this moment of painful struggle which 
you are carrying on against the master classes of your respec
.tive countries. All the sympathies of the Vladivostok proletariat 
are with you. Ourselves but recently freed, we desire with all 
our heart your emancipation from capitalist exploitation. De
liverance is near, comrades: you have as proof, the World Con-

--gress of the Communist International, now being held in Mos
cow, .the Premier City of the Social Revolution; Comrades, the 
.workmg class of the Pacific Coast has conquered, but it is not 
~ssured of peace, an~ o! the possibility of organizing its social 
hfe .and the economtc. oe~elopment of the country, so long as 
foretgn war vessels sllll he off the shores of Vladivostok. The 
. continuation of intervention in Russian waters gives to the White 
Gu~rds th~ hope of striking another blow at the young prole
tanan Soytets of .the ~.>rimur region. We await your word. We 
are certam that It wtll sound from your hearts in the form of 
protests addressed to your respective governments. To them yo;.: 
Should say: "Hands off Soviet Russia." 

The Chief Secretary of the Regiona1 Bureau, Pchenitsine. 

Witnessed: Chief of Administration. 

Asamov 55, November 9, 1922. 

The IV. World Conuress 
to the Workers of Russia! 

The 4. World Congress of the Communist Iriternational, 
holding its first session in Petrograd-the city in which the 
proletarian revolution originated, and where the Soviet Power 
was born-sends its greetings to the Workers, Red Soldiers, and 
Peasants of Soviet Russia, now celebrating the 5fji anniversary 
of the October Revolution. 

Comrades! Five years ago your heroic charge against the 
fortificafi.ons of the old world overthrew the government of landow
ners and bourgeoisie in your country, and wrested one sixth of 
the globe from capital. During the most frightful war with world 
capital you have succeeded in defending your Soviet Russia-this 
conquest of the world proletariat-and are now able to progress 
further every day on the path of peaceful socialist construction. 
The victory has not been easy for you. Hundreds of thousands 
of workers and peasants have fallen in the cause of Communism. 
For years the working class has had to suffer the greatest 
poverty and tormen!. But the workers, listening to the cries 
of thetr hungry ch11ldren,. have not let fall the Red Flag, but 
have passed the hardest stretch on their road of suffering 
with fmn and unfaltering steps, Jed by their faithful vanguard) 
the communist Party. 

. .The Foutth World Congress, which is attended by the 
maJonty of the delegates who also took part in the former con
gresses, is at one with you in paying reverence before the 
countless graves of proletarians and Red soldiers who have fallen 
for our cause on the vast plains of Soviet Russia; but the Con
gress· records with joy !hat though it is but f.he fifth anniversary 
of the October Revoluhon, and ·the second year of th·e peaceful 

. dev~lopment. of Soviet. Russia, the woll!'ds of the struggle are 
rapt~ly healmg. The mdustry and agnculture of Soviet Russia 
are m the process of reconstruction, the material situation of the 
work~rs is improving; a new generation of working youth is 
growmg up, and armmg themselves with scientific and technical 
knowh:l~ge; i'he forces ol the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army in
creaa:e m s~rength, and at the same time the working class of 
Russ1a retams the state power as securely as before. 

The IV. World Congress meets on Soviet soil at a time 
when the black clouds of capitalist reaction are gathering more 
an~· m~re densely over th~ working class of the whole world. 
Wtth wtde-spread front capttal has taken up the offensive against 
th~ economic gains ?f i1e working class; everywhere wages are 
bemg reduce~, the etg~t hour day ~one .away with, the rights of 
the trade unwns restncted. ReactiOn 1s also pushing forward 
on the political field. In Italy the Fascisti, who form the last 
re?erve of the bourgeoisie in its. struggle for exi,stence, have 
setzed. ~tate ·power. The monarch1st elements in Germany are 
orgamzmg themselves, and preparing to take up the offensive. 
I.n England ~ven .Lloyd George's government has proved too 
liberal, and 1~ bemg followed by a Conservative government. 
Class a~tagoms~s becom~ acuter! and t~er.e is eve~y sign that 
Europe IS to be mvolved 111 a senes of v1olent conflicts between 
proletariat and bourgeoisie. 

But the darker the night in Europe, the more brilliantly 
the star of your and our proletarian dictato11ship shines from the 
Soviet North where hammer and sickle rule the land under the 
protection of the five rayed star of the Red Army. The more the 
workers of other countnes have to suffer under the yoke of ever
increasing capitalist oppression, the greater will be the hvpe 
with which the working class of the whole world gazes towards 
that part of the globe where the workers' government has already 
controlled the helm of state for five years. 

Comrades: You need our help and support in your diffi
cult struggle. But perhaps we shall claim the aid of the first 
proletarian state of the world when the decisive moment of battle 
with capital comes. So you must guard our common conquests, 
your and our Soviet Power. Defend bravely every section 
of the pr.oletariau front, where you made the breach in the capi
talist trenches five years ago, and conquered the groutid upon 
which is founded our proletarian home. Our common victories 
will extend this home of the proletariat over the whole world . 

Long live the great October Revolution and its heroes! 
Long live the Russian working class! 

Long live proletarian Petrograd, the home of Soviet power! 
Down with world capitalism and its main support-the 

treacherous Social Democrats and reformisis! 
Long Jive the Proletarian World Revolution! 
Long live the Federated World Republic of Sovietol 
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To the Italian Proletariat 
Dear Brothers, Comrades Workers and Peasants of Italy! 

On the day o:l: the solemn openiqg of the Fourth Congress of the 
Th1rd International concurrent \vith the celebration of the Fifth 
anniversary of the victory of the proletarian revolution, the 
Communist International makes its appeal to you, realizing that 
the recent events in your country place at the fore of the revo
lution arena your struggle against the unbridled sway of reac
tion which is overrunning your country. 

Two years ago the Comintern insistently advised the 
leaders of the then United Italian Socialist Party to take up the 
offensive. The Comintern strongly urged you to purge the 
party of the opportunists and tc take. advantage of the dismay 
of the bourgeoisie and the rise of the revolutionary sentiment 
among the toiling masses after the trials and tribulations of 
war and the disappointment of peace,-to deliver a death blow 
to the antiquated social order. 

But the advice of people inclined to half measures and 
caution, gained the upper hand. They were frightened by the 
dictatorship of the proletariat. They appealed to the deeply 
rooted popular tradition of bourgeois democracy and bourgeois 
law and order. 

Later, what the Comintern predicted, came to pass; while 
the Centrists were busy negotiating with the Right Wing, the 
bourgeoisie regained its strength, the reaction took the offensive, 
and power was seized by the bandits who ~rsonified the most 
violent class hatred towards you and your 1deals. 

The Fascisti became the masters of the situation. 
They have actually established a Dictatorship. They 

trampled under foot all semblances of democracy and of law 
and order-those false gods which the weak leaders of Italian 
Socialism worshipped. By iron and blood they are demolishing 
the renmants of the workers' organizations which even before 
they fer?Ciously attacked with the aid of the government now 
entirely m ,tbe1r hands. Do not despair, brothers of our class! 
Not only h~s not all b.cen lost, but employing well considered 
and determmed tactics, victory is sure of attainment. The 
forces of the proletariat in the largest industrial cities-Turin, 
Milan, Veniee and Tlieste remain unimpaired and can easily 
be prepared to repell the enemy. 
. . The. Communis! P~!-rty of Italy was. alert enough to preak 
•n t1me w1th the vaCillating elements wh1ch under the guise 0f 
lll~ximalism carried out the tactics of indecision and compromise, 
g9mg so far !!S to C<!llc!ude (a year ago) a peace agreement 
tv'Ith the FaSCist bandits. Today the C0mmumst Party firmly 

holds aloft the Red Banner in its hands. The Communist Party 
iss1;1es a call to all. Socialis!s who are in favor of revolutionary 
action, to the ent1re workmg mass and the class conscious 
peasantry who are stirred with horror at the sight of the black 
reaction spreading like a cyclone, to rally their forces round the 
banner of revolutton! 

It must be acknowledged that if the forces of revolution 
in Italy are not so weak as represented by the panic-mongers, on 
the other hand the forces of the Fascisti are much weaker than 
their friends and followers claim, because in the camp of our 
class enemies there is a lack of unity. 

The Fascisti are first of all a tool in the hands of the 
agrarians. The industrial commercial bourgeoisie observe with 
fear the experiment in unbridled reaction which they designate 
"black Bolshewism." 

On the other hand in addition to the politically immature 
elements which are actuahy in the struggle such as the reaction
ary hooligans, the Fascisti count in tneir ranks certain ele
ments of the rural proletariat and a section of the peasantry. 
These elements will soon realize by what deceptive promises ~hey 
were carried into the counter-revolutionary adventure which is 
converting them into an army of the landlords to fight against 
their own brothers. 

Finally, Fascism designates the policy of International ad
ventures. Grandiloquent, but without a definite program and 
~efinite ideals, without a firm an~ united class basis, Fascism 
IS bound very soon to arou:Je agamst itself a broad movement 
even among the urban and rural petty bourgeoisie. 

The entire Comintern is bebind you dear Comrades. It is 
very cl~y waiching the . unfolding of your strenuous and 
respon~1ble struggle. It pomts out to the proletarians of all 
countnes the lesson of tht: Italian events as an illusration of 
the <;onsequences of the terrible. tactical mistakes of opportunism. 
It w1ll be only too glad to pomt to the further history of your 
movement as an illustration of how such mistakes can be rectified. 
The Communist International stands ready to lend its utmost 
support in your bitter struggle. 

Long live the unity of the workers of Italy in their struggle 
against reaction! 

Long live the persecuted but courageous Communist 
Party of Italy! 

Long live the unity of tbe world proletariat iu the struggle 
against capitalism. 

Printed by Friedricbstadt-Druckerei G. m. b. H., Berlin SW. 48 
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